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Donna
PEASE PROPOSING ALL NIGHT SHERIFF’S
PATROL IN RURAL AREAS TO COMMISSIONERS
TODAY; COST $11,000 FOR THE FIRST YEAR
Knox County may be the first I towns police protection. There are | Sheriff Pease was asked for
of Maine's 16 counties to main lots of action going on, on side 1 estimates of costs of the patrol,
tain a rural highway sheriff's roads which should be slowed and the estimated cost to each
patrol, if a proposal Sheriff Wil down.
county community for the first
lard Pease makes to the Knox
Thomaston’s
manager,
Leon year’s operation. He submitted the
County Commissioners today at Fitts, observed that "There is no following figures.
their monthly meeting is ap question but what the plan has a
Cost ofestablishing and main
proved.
lot of merit. Wc should all put our taining for the first year:
1850.00
Pease is following suggestions shoulder to the wheel to cut down 1 Car
1 Radio
500.00
made by the Governor's Commit accidents.”
60.00
tee on Highway Safety, and which
Stirling Morris. Warren's town 1 Siren
400.00
was supported by the Maine Sher manager, said he would favor the 2 Uniforms
1,000.00
iffs’ Association.
patrol on a 24 hour basis, noting Cost of Operations
State Police heads have strong that there had been trouble all Salaries —
2 Men at $58.00
6.032.00
ly advocated the plan which would over the county with pilferage. He
232.00
supplement the patrols of troop noted that the cost of the patrol, 4 Weeks Vacation
1,000 00
ers on main trunk lines.
They divided between 14 communities, 2 Days Week off Duty
point out that patrol of rural high would not be grent.
Total
$11,074.00
ways with the present state police
Luther Wotton, first selectman
Second year:
force is impossible.
at Friendship, expressed enthusi Trade Cars
400.00
Pease will explain to the com asm over the proposed plan which Uniforms
200.00
missioners that the proposed pa he noted would give his area the Cost of Operations
1.000.00
trol would necessitate the pur police coverage it has
long Salaries —
chase of a cruiser car and the em needed.
2 Men at $64.00
6.656.00
ployment of two men.
Efforts were made to reach se 4 Weeks Vacation
256.00
Such a patrol would cost the lectmen in other communities in 2 Days Week off Duty
1,000.00
county an estimated (11.074.00 for the county without success during
the first year and (9.512.00 for sub the day.
Total
$9,512.00
sequent years. Costs would be di
Knox County would be fortunate,
Cost to the several communities
vided by the commissioners among doilarwise, in establishing a patrol of the county through their coun
the 14 towns of the county as all in that much of the groundwork ty tax, the first year of operation
county expenses are now divided tor such a service already has would be as follows. The second
and assessed.
been laid.
year would be somewhat less.
The patrol deputies who would
A base radio station at the sher Appleton
$130.40
have full authority in traffic con iff's office and radio in the sher Camden
2.066.40
trol and criminal investigations as iff's car and that of one deputy is Cushing
108.00
do all regular deputy sheriffs, already in operation. The only cost Friendship
247.20
would work as a team of two men would be a mobile unit for a Hope
128.80
during the night hours seven days cruiser car.
Isle au Haut
61.20
a week. A relief deputy would be
In addition, a 24 hour watch is North Haven
399.60
employed to work the one nigty maintained at the sheriff's office Owls Head
251.20
off per week permitted each of where the base radio station is lo Rockland
3,415.20
the patrol officers.
cated, so that radio contact with Rockport
741.60
Pease has been querying town thc rural patrol would be possible St. George
399.60
officials and persons residing on at all times.
South Thomaston
153.20
the county's rural roads as to , Even though the county is spread Thomaston
1.080.00
their opinions of the need for a out, an unusual pattern of cross Union
303.20
rural highway patrol in the night roads would permit the cruiser Vinalhaven
370.00
hours. The reactions have been in car to reach any section of the Warren
416.00
favor of such a service by the county from any other section in Washington
127.20
Sheriff's Department.
a matter of minutes. From one Matinicus Isle
27.60
One thing which prompted the extreme to the other would re
$10,426.50
Governor's Committee to ask for quire less than a half hour.
Total
the rural patrols was the admitted |
shortcomings of the state poiice
STORM FORCES ADJOURNMENT OF
in covering rural areas.
Then also, are the growing in
CUSHING TOWN MEETING UNTIL
cidents of drunken driving, bad ac
cidents, pilferage and damage to THURSDAY EVENING AT 7 O'CLOCK
property on rural sections.
Meeting in the fact of a gath
In short, records show that
Town meeting in Cushing has
stricter patrols of main traffic been postponed until Thursday ering storm which had battered
the area all day with almost gale
arteries by state troopers and city j evening at 7 o’clock.
police have driven the driver | Fifty people gathered at 7 p. m. force winds, the Cushing folks de
“with a bit too much under his Monday, elected Frank Winchen cided that those who had thought
belt" to the back roads. Accidents paw af Friendship as modera better of coming had depended
in isolated spots have resulted. ' tor. and then adjourned the ses upon them to adjourn to a later
date, and they did Just that.
Fast driving and danger to travel- I sion until Thursday evening.
"ers have been common, even when
accidents have no occurred.
County General Hospital for in
Also, there has been an increase 1 Camden Highway
juries. including a slight concus
of burglaries in stores on isolated
sion, several chipped teeth and
Dept.
Head
Percy
highways.
forehead and chin injuries receivIn short, the troubles which
d when her head struck the wind
Luce
Dead
plagued troopers on the main high
shield in the car.
ways even a few short months ago
Percy Alton Luce, 68, Camden
Driver of thc car in which Miss
have been, transferred to the highway superintendent, died at Gray was thc only passenger was
back roads where the drunken Camden Monday morning. He had Ronald Marsh, 21, a Sonar seaman
driver, speeder, or ones just out been a resident of Camden for stationed aboard the U.S-S. Par
to raise Cain in general, has over 45 years. He was born in ker, a destroyer escort at New
chosen as his stamping ground. Searsmont June 18, 1887. son of port. R. I. Hc is the son of Mr.
The Courier-Gazette, serving all James and Julia Burgess Luce.
and Mrs. Henry S. Marsh of 78
communities in the county, started
Mr. Luce was a member of
Talbot avenue.
a check of town officials Monday Camden Fire Department, Amity
Driver of the other car was El
to obtain their reaction to the pro Lodge, AF&AM, of Camden, and
don Ripley. 53, of Augusta. Both
posed rural patrol. The results of tlie Megunticook Fish and Game
he and Marsh were badly shaken
were overwhelmingly in favor, Association.
up and sustained slight bruises
even in those communities such as
Surviving arc his widow, Mrs.
but were not seriously injured.
Rockland and Thomaston where Minnie L. Luce of Camden; a step
A passenger in the Ripley veh
local police forces are maintained son, Wallace Thompson of Cam
icle, Scott Gray, about 62, of
and on whom the greatest share of den; a brother, Prentiss I. Luce of
Augusta was hospitalized over
the tax levy would be placed. Cam Camden and a sister, Mrs. Wil
den's manager, Harold B. Gilbert, liam Robinson of Alameda, Calif. night with lacerations about the
was out of town and could not be
Funeral services will be held back of the head received when
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the his head smashed through the
reached Monday.
Rockland’s city manager, Lloyd Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home, glass of the windshield.
Both he and Miss Gray werc re
Allen, observed that the patrol's J Camden, with Rev. Melvin H.
only value to the city police would Dorr, Jr., officiating.
Interment leased to their homes Monday
be aid in apprehension of fugitives will be in Mountain View Ceme morning.
Marsh explained to Belfast
w'ho had fled the city and taken tery.
police that he was traveling along
to rural roads. Even this would
the street which afforded only a
be worth the bill of some $3,000 Rockland Senior
narrow passageway because of the
which would be city’s share of the
heavy snow when the other
county tax, he said
Hurt In Belfast
vehicle approached from the op
In Union First Selectman J.
A 17 year old Rockland High posite direction.
Raymond Danforth commented, “I
Marsh .said thc other car seemed
think it would be a very good idea School honor student was injured
to give the cross roads and small and hospitalized along with an el to hit a rut and swerve to its left
derly Augusta man Sunday after and the left front ends of both
noon as the result of a two car cars collided. Both vehicles were
PUBLIC SUPPER
head on collision on Lincolnville pushed into the snow banks.
avenue in Belfast.
Thursday, March 22
Police esitmated about $500
Gray, 17, the daugh damage to the left front ends of
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH terConstance
of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard both vehicles.
Benefit Boy Sctmt Troop 206
Gray of 13 Cedar street was hos
Camp Fond
Marsh’s father, Henry S. Marsh,
34-35 pitalized overnight at the Waldo is a member of the City Coucil
in Rockland.
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Morris And Edith Wilson Top Class Of ’56 At SGHS

Three Inmates of
State Prison Ask

Earlier Freedom
Three inmates ot Thomaston
State Prison, seeking to shorten
their sentences, were granted

hearings Monday morning a*
Knox County Court House before
Supreme Court Justice Walter

j Tapley of Portland.
Justice Tapley took the cases
under advisement and will return
, a decision in the near future.
The three men were Laurier
LaFlamme, 40. of Waterville who
is serving a 10 to 20 year term
on a manslaughter charge. He
was sentenced on June 23, 1952.
LaFlamme was granted a hear
ing on a writ of habeas corpus.
The second man was Thomas J.
Richard Murray, 111
PhotO9 by Uzzell Laite, 32, of Portland who is
serving n seven and one-half to
her sophomore year.
She plans to do secretarial work 15 years term for robbery. He
was sentenced Jan. 13, 1947. Laite
after graduation.
Richard Murray HI is the son was granted a hearing on a writ
of Mrs. Frances Murray of Port of mandamus.
The last man was William GullClyde.
He received the annual Indus low . 37. of Millinocket who is
trial Arts Award in his sopho serving two 10 year terms con
more year and has participated currently on indecent liberties
in the following school activities: and rape charges. Guillow, who
co-editor
of
the
newspaper, was granted a bearing on a writ
freshman reception, senior play, of habeas corpus, was sentenced
senior carnival, safety patrol, Sept. 28, 1951.
At the hearing was Roger Put
class treasurer in his freshman
year and class vice president this nam, assistant attorney general.
year. His main interest is base None of the three Inmates were
ball in which he has played for represented by counsel.

w-

V

FA ith Wilson

Donna May Morris

Sandra Lewis

Principal Clayton M. Hunnewell . years, and class secretary for the
of St. George High School an past two years.
She has participated in the
nounced the four top ranking stu
senior play, freshman reception,
dents in the Class of 1956 Mon
newspaper work, senior carnival,
day morning. They are: Valedic and yearbook staff for four years.
torian. Donna May Morris; salu- She plans to enter the Maine
tatorian, Edith Wilson;
first Medical School of Nursing in
honor essay, Sandra Lewis; sec Portland, in the fall.
Edith Wilson, s-alutatorian, is
ond honor essay, Richard Mur?
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al
ray.
lison Wilson, Sr„ of Port Clyde.
Donna May Morris, the valedic
Among the school activities in
torian. is the daughter of Mr. which she has participated are:
play, senior
carnival,
and Mrs. Charles B. Morris of Senior
freshman reception, newspaper,
Tenants Hahbor.
and yearbook staff.
She has been editor-in-chief of
She received the annual Short
the yearbook. “The Harborlight,” hand Award in her junior year
in the school band for three and recently she has received the

Future Homemaker’s Award and
an award in shorthand for 120
words a minute.
She plans to study the medical
secretarial course at Husson Col
lege in Bangor in the fall.
Sandra Lewis is the daughter of
Mrs. Lorna
Lewis of Clark
Island.
She received the DAR Good
Citizenship Award this year and
the annual Typing and Home
Economic Awards in her junior
and sophomore years.
She has participated in the
senior play.
senior carnival,
freshman
reception,
yearbook
staff and newspaper. She was three years.
class vice president in her junior
He plans to enter the Air Force
year and in the Student Council after graduation.

Capt. Brooks Saves

Crewman's Life
PRESCOTT ESTATE, BEQUEATHED TO
WASHINGTON, VALUED AT $5,060;

ROCKPORT OKAYS REVALUATION,

At Eastport

VOTES OUT DAY FIREMAN, BOOSTS

APPROPRIATIONS INCREASE $6,214

SNOW REMOVAL BUDGET

Capt. Carl Brooks of Thomaston,
master of a 42-foot scallop drager working out of Eastport, waa
credited with saving the life of
the crewman of another dragger
tied up at an Eastport wharf Sun
day.
Charles Stone of Rockland, who
works with Capt. Herbert Mur
ray, also of Rockland, slipped
from the icy deck of their drag
ger and went overboard.
Brooks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Brooks of Thomaston,
heard h:s cries f or aid and went
overboard after him. Stone had
been in the icy water about five
minutes when he was noticed.
When taken from the water.
Stone was suffering from immer
sion and exposure. He was given
emergency treatment by Lloyd
Taylor, a medical technician at
Dow Air Force Base in Bangor,
who was on leave in Eastport,
and later treated by a physician.
Both boats were tied up at
Wadsworth's Wharf in Eastpor*
when
the accident occurred.
Stone was alone aboard hia craft
when he slipped and but for
Brooks' efforts could have brrn
lost as the icy waters chilled him
to the point where he could not
get aboard his boat or make
shore.

A town meeting in Washington

Selectmen Archie W. Lenfest,
Monday which extended from 10 Carl C. Chase and Bert S. Side
a. m. to 4.30 in the afternoon, linger were returned to the Board
of Selectmen.
They will also
with an hour out for lunch, approv
serve as overseers of the poor and
ed total expenditures of $32,320.50.
assessors of the town.
Tne sum is $6,214.50 above that of
Town Clerk Mrs. Leta Tibbetts
last year and will represent a
was assigned the role of town
rise in the tax rate of four mills,
treasurer while William Hewett
from the 78 of last year to an es
was elected tax collector.
timated 82 this year.
Norman Jones succeeded Cleba
The greatest increase in any
Cooley. Jr. as road commissioner
fund was in schools where $2,000
and Esther Peabody was re-elect
additional \sa.s needed to pay
ed a trustees of the library.
tuition costs for high school stu
Pn-Hcott Bequeaths Estate
dents. High school age students
of the town attend classes at
Under Article 25, the town ac
Eriskin Academy. Union High cepted the terms of the will of the
School
and
Waldoboro
High late William M. Prescott which
School, dependnig upon the section gave to the community his estate
of the town in which they reside. which is estimated to be in excess
Moderator of the meeting was of >5.000.
Fred Ludwig who guided the sess
Previously, Mr. Prescott and
ion through the 33 articles of the his wife. Lottie E. Prescott, have
warrant.
given several thousand dollars to
Mrs. Leta Tibbetts started her the community for the construc
ninth term as town clerk while tion of the Prescott Memorial
Mrs. Evelyn Sidelinger was re School which is named for them.
elected to the school board for a
-Mrs. Prescott preceded her
three year term and Edward Lud husband in death and he died folwig for one year.
(Continued on Page Six)

SPRUCE HEAD LOBSTERMAN GAINS
SAFETY AS LOBSTER BOAT BURNS
TO WATER'S EDGE AT MINK ISLAND
Flames completely enveloped a not make an estimate of the loss
32-foot lobster boat “Janice E” of the craft as yet.
Post has owned the craft for
at Mink Island in the Muscle
nine years and has another of
Ridge channel off Spruce Head
similar size under construction.
Sunday afternoon after its owner
He received slight bums about
cleared the boat from his wharf the wrists while attempting to
to save other lohstering equip battle the blaze as it broke
through the planking on the bow.
ment.
He called for aid over short
David Post, 38, of
Spruce
Head, owner of the craft, had just wave radio as he abandoned the
returned from a tour of his lob flaming boat, ripping the radio
ster traps and was tying up the from its fastenings and saving it
boat at his wharf on the island as he jumped for safety. Several
where he has a summer camp lobstermen in the area hoard him
and makes it his headquarters for and went to his assistance, bring
ing him to the docks at Spruce
his lobstcrinig operations.
He suddenly saw flames coming Head after helping quell the
from the engine room and jump »d flames in the boat.
back onto the boat to combat the
fire. Realizing he could not put
the fire out Post untied the craft
and. moved it away from the
wharf where his lobster trap?*
and other equipment are stored.
He beached the boat a few feet
away.
As Post watched the boat was
completely destroyed by the fire
including all lohstering equipment
on the craft.
Cause of the blaze was not dc
termined and Post said he could

WED. - THURS. - FRI. - SAT
GOOD FUN

FOR ALL!”
8/4J4ZW

CWNWy KAYE

Rockport abandoned its system
of employing a daytime driver at
the fire station at town meeting
Monday night, and put the com
munity on the telephone Red Net
system.

Uuder the new system, a tele
phone call to the fire number will
ring several phones In the town
which are on a special line and
used only for fire calls. It is pre
sumed that whoever takes the call
will sound the alarm and alert the
firemen.
The Red Net has been in opera
tion during nights and Sundays
.'or some time. W’hile satisfactory
when firemen are at home, there
was some doubt raised, as to its
effectiveness in the day when
members of the department are
following the lines of endeavor
which gives them a living.
In the meeting, it was evident
that there will be repercussions
as a result of the economy move.
Elections

Maynard Ingraham. Jr. served
as moderator of the meeting
which continued as the storm
outside increased in intensity and
some persons whose homes were
in the more remote sections of the
town left early to insure safe ar
rival at the family hearthside.

Helena Kinney was re-elected
town clerk and Mrs. Elvi Hudson
of West Rockport replaced Mrs.
Alyce Alexander of Simonton
Corner on the school board. Mrs.
Alexander was not a candidate
for office.

Townspeople voted to establish

a board of five selectmen who
would serve staggered terms and
who would represent the several
sections of the town.
Roy Hunter will represent Rock
ville and will serve a three year
term. John Annis and Leeman
Oxton were elected to two year
terms and will represent Simon
ton Corner and West Rockport re
spectively. David Eaton of Glen
Cove and Rick Stevens of Rock
port village will serve one year
terms.
Mrs. Clara Lane was re-elected
treasurer of the town.
School Budget

The school budget, approved
without discussion, totaled $57,705.
74. Also in the same field were ap
propriations which totaled $9,919.
65 for payment of indebtedness on
the town’s elementary school on
notes or bonds held by the Maine
School
Building Authority or
Maine Banks.
Re valuation Approved
Articles which called for a re
valuation of the town’s real estate
and personal property, and the
making of a tax map of the town,
were voted upon favorably, and
by a wide margin.
The sum of $3,000 was appropri
ated for the task, with voters
authorizing the selectmen to bor
row sufficient funds to meet the
full costs of the project.
By the time the meeting got
down to Article 52 of the 61 arti
cle warrant but nine people vot
ed for the establishing of sliding
zones for kiddies in the town.
4Continued on Page Pour)

MAINE FISHERMEN'S ASS'N SETS

TONIGHT AT 7 O'CLOCK FOR ITS
POSTPONED ANNUAL MEETING
Members of the Maine Fisher evening that the meeting must be
men’s Association who were held aa the Birds Eye fleet is
ready to sail and that it will he
forced to call off their annual
held this evening, regardless of
meeting Friday evening due to weather,
the storm, will try to meet again
Bird9 Eye General Manager
tonight. The place will be the Rcy Wittick. said Monday that
Grand Army Hail and the time the trawler Crest was scheduled
to sni> for the Grand Banks to
7 o'clock.
Capt.- Henry Gallant, Associa- day. The Surf is expected to fol
I tion head, said Monday that 50 low and then the others at two or
members appeared at the hall three day intervals until the full
Friday but agreed that a larger fleet ia at sea.
Resumption of work in the fillet
turnout in belter weather would
be preferable. The date was set. plant which employs some 160
only to have the storm on Mon workers waits the arrival of the
day night offer possible dif first fare of the season when the
Crest makes port some 12 dava
ficulties.
I However, Gallant said Monday from now.

FOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live agau
I would have made a rule to rea
ionic poetry and listen to eon
music at least once a week. Tl
loss of these tastes la a loaa
happiness—Charles Darwin.

BUZZARD
With angry gusts the wind blew
Great clouds of sand
That bit my face,
So stinging was the snow sucki
in
By gales' command
In rampant pace.
I bowed my head, by Natu
swept,
Her raging mood I must aoceq
Peter Cameron.

The Gospel In
Sermon and Song
r

Rev.

and

Mrs.

of Halifax,

Frank
Nova

Harpell

Scotia

3»Don’t be a dead Hurry Bug.
Slow Down And Live!

— NOTICE —

Birdseye Fisheries Employees
Regular employees interested in resuming employ
ment in our Fisheries Operation are requested to report
te the personnel office et the fisheries en or before
Wednesday, March 21st.
33-34

Bowdoin Meddiebempsters

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

For social items tn The Courier

Gazette,

Phone

770.

City.

For

Information

Call

Phone

DRESS
lM-M

■ nK

Rev. Kathleen I.

11

Adults $1.(0 - Students 75c

GMJiS JOHNS wlaK amt m

Exhibits - Entertainment - Prizes

Auspices R. H. S. Senior

tt Mk 5 3*4
t>-T Ueswjsw t. MXMW AVU

Club

SHOP

34-35

Admission 25 cents
SPONSORS:

Weed. Pastor

THURS., FRI., SAT., SUN.

3 to 5 and 7 to 10 O'clock

P. M.

Washington
BCKDELL’S

MARCH 26 and 27

COURT JESTER

8

Well Established Dress Business

FRIENDSHIP. MAINE

R. H. S. Auditorium
THURSDAY, MARCH 22

FOR SALE

The Methodist
Church

BETTER HOMES SHOW

CONCERT

ROCKIAND KIWANIS CLUB

33-36

MARCH 22 thru MARCH 25
MEETINGS AT 7.3» P. M.
SUNDAY AT 1I.M AND 7.W

Come and Bring A Friaad
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JOE ANASTASIA COMMANDS FIRST
LORING B-52 BOMBER CREW
' carrying food, fuel and clothing
, for the beleogued Berliners. Short,
j dark-haired and constantly smil
ing Capt. Anastasia spent two
years as a B-36 commander prior
to his present ass gnment.
‘‘During WW II he saw duty’ with
the Troop Carrier Command, fly
ing C-46 Curtis Commandos and
C-54s. He saw Korean service dur
ing the recent action there as air
craft commander of an Okinawabased B-29. Capt. Anastasia sums
up Ms react on to the new Stratofortress in one sentence. ‘I feel
that the maneuverability and
flight performance of the B-52 far
exceeds that of any WW II fight
er plane.' This, for an eight-jetbomber means a lot of maneuverabil ty!”
Capt. Anastasia is the son of
Capt. Joseph J. Anastasia
Nicholas Anastasia of Pleasant
Capt. Joseph J. Anastasia USAF street,

of Rockland has come a long way

Municipal Court

in the flying business since he
was a kid a few years ago in

Arthur C. Hupper, 27. of Tenants
Rockland, hopping rides with Harbor appealed a finding of
pilots at local friends and finally guilty on a failure to yield the
learning to handle a light plane right of way violation and was re
himself.
leased in $200 personal recogniz
After 13 years of service with ance at a Municipal Court hearing
the Air Force can look back held Monday morning.
on just about every kind of duty
Hupper was fined $10 and $3.70
the service has to offer. Right after Judge Alfred Strout found
now, he is flight commander of a him gui,ty Qn tJ)e charg^ tQ whic„
B-52 crew at Loring Air Force he had pleaded not guilty.
Base in Limestone.

The respondent was involved in
It was his lot and that of his an accident with a car operated
combat bomber crew at Lime
by Dona:d A. Mason, 21. of Round
stone to be chosen as the first
Pond at the intersection of Route
crew to tra n in the giant inter
131 and the Clark’s Island road at
continental bombers. The crew is
St. George Sunday afternoon
a part of the 69th Bomb Squadron,
state police reported.
45th Air Division of the Strategic
I Tropper Harvey Childs said
Air Command.
Hupper was coming out of the
The Limelight Loring Air Force
Clark’s Island road when the colBase publication had the following
1 sicn occurred with the Mason
to say about Joe and his crew in
I vehicle traveling south on Route
a recent edition.
131.
‘‘When SAC picks a group of
An estimated $175 damage to the
people to establish another in its
l umper and left front tender of
long list of Aif Force ''firsts” it
•he Mason car and about $125
selects experienced men. This
practical axiom is followed by lamage to the right front fendor
everyone who operates a realistic I f the Hupper vehicle was reportsuccessful organization. Few com | ed. Neither occupant was injured.
• * •
mands can boast of the high stand
Richard T. Feyler, 18. of Thom
ard of experience and knowledge
aston pleaded guilty to passing
which SAC’s 43th Air Division has
through a stop sign and driving
at its disposal in the persons of
50 miles an hour in a 25 mile zone
Capt. Joseph J. Anastasia’s B-52
it the same session of court.
combat crew. This crew for the
Feyler paid $10 fines on each
69th Bomb Sq. was the first Lor
of the charges and a $1.50 cost of
ing group to graduate from the
court was suspended by Judge
B-52 training Bchool. Let’s take
Strout.
a look at the record.”
The stop sign violation occurred
The article goes on to identify
at
the intersection of High and
the crew members one by one and
list their accomplishments and Main streets in Thomaston and
saves the following about the air the speed ng charge on Main
street in Thomaston. Both occurr
craft commander until the last.
“Capt. Anastasia’s own record is ed Sunday.
too impressive to pass over ligntly. During more than 13 years ot MARTINSVILLE
The Jonasen family returned re
Air Force service he has served
as first pilot or aircraft com cently from a month’s vacation in
mander on 33 different types of Florida.
military aircraft. The B-52 is the ' Rev. and Mrs. John Sawyer
sxth jet airplane on his list. He
has also been checked out on th’
F-80, F-94. T-33 B-45 and B-47.
While accumulating the aforementioned 5400 flying hours, the captain
has become a qualified aircraft
maintenance engineering officer
and served eight years in that
capacity. Six and a half years of
h s Air Force career have been
spent as a test pilot. For two and
a half years of this time he was
chief test p lot of the Air Material
Command depot at Norton AFB.
San Bernardino. CalJ. During the
Berlin Airlift he flew more than
100 missions of mercy in C-543,

have returned home from a very
pleasant
vacation
of several
weeks. With friends of York, Pa.,
they were entertained for a month
at Hollywood, Florida. Enroute
home they visited in Baltimore
Md., f°r a week with their daugh^er and family, Mr. and Mrs. Wilham Gllss and baby Christine,
~

CALL

PAYSON TAXI
For Prompt, Courteous Service

Tel. 240 or 754
34-36

SAYS ARTHUR GODFREY
C. B. S. TV Sets
Give You More of the Best

Than All the Rest

McLOON'S
R(M KJ .AND, MAINE

11 PARK STREET

TEI HPHONK IMO
34-36

to NEW YORK

THE

to “slab-dash” stocking, believed
that fish and water were the
prime essentials of an angler’s
paradise and where one was, the
other was sure to be found.
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Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

EDITORIAL

NOW WE ARE DOING SOMETHING
For many years thoughtful persons have worried about
the necessity for our young men and women to leave Maine
if they wish to secure really lucrative positions, but hereto-fore nobody has done anything about it.
Now a survey is being made of all high schools in the
state to determine the job plans of the seniors and to find
out if they plan to live and work in Maine.
Information secured from this survey will be useful in
charting a course of future activity in the all-important
field of creating more opportunities for Maine youth in
Maine. It is the hope of the sponsor of the effort, the
State Chamber of Commerce co-operating with the De
partment of Education, to make this a permanent system.
This plan if carried through with intelligence and vigor
can be a great step forward for Maine. Local service clubs,
Chambers of Commerce and other groups can co-operate
w’ith the local school officials and have businessmen visit
the schools and discuss opportunities in their field or pos
sibly better yet, instill into the minds of the boys and girls
of the senior classes that businessmen will welcome the
opportunity to discuss the future and necessary prepara
tion for jobs in their particular fields.
Seldom have we seen a plan so rich in premise for
our boys and girls and this fine state in which we live.

JOHN TOFT COMES HOME
There was little short of poetic justice in the re-appoint
ment of John D. Toft of South Portland as a director of
the Maine Port Authority. There are certain men fitted
for certain stations in life by nature and there is no ques
tion that John Toft fitted as naturally into the complex
duties of the Maine Port Authority as the opening of a
morning glory at sunrise.
Mr. Tcft served eight years on the board, half of them
with the writer of these lines. The other members of the
board were good run-of-the-mill business men but John
D. Toft was Mr. Maine Port Authority.
When his term expired ex-Gov. Cross failed to re
appoint Mr. Toft, though he is a dyed-in-the-wood Re
publican.
Now cur Democratic governor sent Mr. Toft back to
the board when a vacancy occurred, and to Gov. Muskie
should go the appreciation of every person interested in
the maritime advancement of Maine.

A CHUCKLE IN EVERY CNE
The stern public disapproval of the comics of today,
both in bocks and in newspapers, which has swept the na
tion takes us back to the “funnies" of two decades ago.
In those days there were no knife-wielding bandits
or over-emphasis of feminine charms to be found on the
comic pages. The funnies stood on their merits and car
ried an amusing punch of some sort even though there
were no sustained yarns of crime to inflame the youngsters.
Who can recall without a chuckle the embarrassing
situations self-created by Prof. O. Howe Wise, the antics
of Happy Hooligan and Gloomy Gus, the truly comic doings
of Buster Brown or the clever brush work of Billy the Boy
Artist, or even Mutt and Jeff of more recent vintage.
All of the present day comic strips are not without
merit, such as Roy Rogers, Joe Palooka and others, and
some have been used by the government to convey various
propaganda messages.
There was no need for a cleanup of the comics of those
early days. They stood on their own entertaining and in
some instances, instructive feet and were enjoyed hy old
sters as well as the young fry.
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fishing than the Georges River
from Sennebec falls to Round Pond
during early open season the past
few years?
Considering that the hundreds of
fish taken here were runaways
from various lakes and ponds
along the Georges and were never
intended to reach the river at all,
this is an important fact that
should appeal to the rearchers.—
It almost proves that browns re
deem themselves quite convinc
ingly in running waters—take well
presented artificial lures and of
ten fall for the old brook trout
standby—a gob of worms.
Such renowned anglers as Trueblood, Knight. Lucas. Becker,
Darling and others tell us in their
own books or by magazine articles
that the brown trout is by nature
a stream fish. Their continental
name, Loch Leven, smacks of its
Euopean ancestry as a lake
dweller. But on the continent this
very day it leads all other trout
as a game fish of running water—
and in localities where it become?
more predatory than gullible it is
blasted out with dynamite and re
placed by young stock.
In spite of the fact that I have
never yet caught a brown trout I
still have faith that they have an
important place on the State’s
stocking program.

Today’s research declares this
is not so—and a score of perplex
ing terms and much jaw’ breaking
jargon explains that a salmonoid
dont stand a “snowball’s” chance
if the fluid we call water' is’nt
just so cold and contains just so
many various ingredient 2 PPMs
(parts per million.)
;Ai''
Here in Knox county fishing re
sults have revealed quite plainly
that Megunticook Lake and Salt
Pond are nearest to ideal condi
tions for the welfare of brook
..4
trout.
"R. Waldo Tyler
The Megunticook Fish & Game
County waters alone received 122,Authors foreword:
Association who services the big
The following article, prompted 900 fish.
lake has never wanted browns re
Not that Knox county fishermen
by the disclosure that the State
leased there—preferring to give it
ever returned from a brown trout an occasional shot of salmon and
Hatchery Division will drastically
fishing trip with arms lamed by still cherishing the hope that
cut its brown trout stocking pro furious action or with creels
someday salmon may stage a
gram in 1956, is the writer’s per “busting” at the seams from
comeback.
overloading,
but
more
for
the
mu

sonal views for future considera
At Alford Lake, long a producer
tion of a survey of Georges River tability of the Hatchery Division of at least fair salmon fishing but
regarding brown trout in Maine
in Knox and Waldo counties with
recently gone sour, The Knox As
waters over the last decade.
an eye towards its eventual se
sociation became desperate for
It
’
s
another
advocacy
of
the
re

lection as a brown trout stream.
faster fishing. Its established en
searchers—for Gene, who repeat trance and club house on the shore
The Georges above tide waters
is very lightly polluted. The main edly scoops departmental doings having increased fishing pressure
in his most admirable column
fiowage is approximately 30 miles
a hundred per cent in three years.
says, (quote) “The big drop in
long with a lake area of 5745 acres
Here brook trout were tried for
brown trout reflects the attitude
I would like to see a poll of all
and a drainage area of 225 square
a couple of years but results so
of the Fisheries Management and
miles.
far have been quite disappointing. fishermen in Knox County taken
Along its source are many suit Research unit towards exotic or
However in 1954 it became ap to reveal their attitude towards
able spawning areas and it is foreign fishes in Maine waters parent that runaway browns from browns.
I’d also like to see the Georges
fishable from boat or bank for The unit believes browns and Lermond Pond-truants that rush
rainbows should be restricted in ed the falls at Alford Lake during River from Liberty to North War
most of its entire length.
During recent years the brown waters of the State” (unquote).
periods of high water, were be ren become Maine’s outstanding
The last stocking of rainbows of coming established in Alfords and brown trout fishing river.—Sheeptrout has been extensively studied
—mostly in lakes and ponds where which I have record appears to many fine specimens up to five scott didn’t do so well with
have been made at Garland Pond pound's were taken and several browns, but I know many fisher
it has been introduced.
Fisheries bulletin No. 2 titled in Dover-Foxcroft in 1947.
declared to be larger by reliable men who point to Sandy River as
improving every year.
"The Brown Trout in Maine” pub
Their deletion from the State’s fishermen, got away.
The Georges is a clean and re
lished in 1954 summarizes this stocking program was a trend
This prompted the Knox stock
which had then, or later, included ing committee to request that Al liable river its entire length and
study clearly.
It may be obtained free by writ sockeye and silver salmon,—and fords be stocked directly with it has miles and miles of unde
ing for it by name to the Depart which I expect will eventually in browns—and to those who had veloped fishing potentialities as it
practically broken their necks passes through several alert and
ment of Inland Fisheries & Game, clude the brown trout.
Here in Knox county many fish trying to sell the brown trout idea prospering villages on its way to
Augusta, Maine.
R. Waldo Tyler.
ermen will be disappointed in this at the expense of salmon and the sea.
• * •
We’ve proof at Hills Mills that
tapering off, which usually pre- brookies in Alfords. Ther seemed
"Hold onto your hats boys— ceeds the elimination of a specie to be some promise in the project. browns do well in Georges and the
from the stocking program.
Everywhere the dream of good progeny of its original brown trout
here we go again!’*
Facing the facts I believe most , brown trout fishing seems to have population have been caught con' Reading Gene Letourneau’s col
umn of Wednesday, Feb. 29th Knox county fishermen will agree been shattered by the realization sistantly from Power Mill dam to
(Portland Press Herald) I expect —that in lakes and ponds of this that they are hard to catch—yet North Appleton by fishermen who
stocked with they are the most rapidly growing have left the beaten path of brook
that’s what a lot of serious mind area repeatedly
indicates they trout streams and put and take
ed fishermen will be thinking browns the catch has been rather salmonoid—which
trout ponds to try the Georges
1 about the recent decision of thc disappointing; the State’s present must feed almost constantly.
Wary, moody, and with voraci practically unfished course.
State Hatchery Division in trim apathy is very likely based on this
If the rest of Maine blacklists
ous appetites they appear to be a
ming its brown trout stocking self same reason.
Time was in the years B.G.C. fish capable of detecting the real j brown trout because it can’t be
• program down to the survivors
! from only 200,000 eggs this year, i (before Gerald Cooper) when from the false—or in other words i caught a few steps from the highfair a little too smart for the fisher i way on a gob of sloppy presented
' from a peak of slightly under two local fishermen
' worms, then real fishermen are
just men.
' million for the fiscal '50- 51 stock ly fast salmonoid fishing
(ContiEued on Page Five)
or lake, due Still, who could ask for faster
ing period during which Knox about any old

experiencing
in
pond

Here’s Ihe
BIGGEST
DIFFERENCE
In Cars Today!

IN THE BEST INTEREST OF KNOX COUNTY
On another page in this issue appears a comprehensive
discussion of the Rural Highway Patrol proposed by Sheriff
Willard Pease and now being discussed by the County
Commissioners under whose sponsorship the plan will be
operated if approved.
If the plan receives the hoped-for OK by the commis
sioners, Knox County will be the first in Maine to operate
a Rural Patrol, a plan by which two deputies nightly cover
the rural roads of the county as the State Police cover
the main trunk lines.
There can be small question as to the need of the
radio car with deputies trained in traffic and criminal
investigation, because action by State Police has driven
drunken drivers onto the rural roads and burglaries of
country stores and farms have been steadily on the in
crease.
This newspaper has conducted a survey of the various
town officials and Rockland authorities on their feeling
toward the necessity for the patrol and find an almost
unanimous and enthusiastic endorsement of the plan.
The County Commissioners must pass on the matter
and if approved the cost of the radio patrol car and the
two deputies needed, amounting to some $11,030 the first
year and considerably less thereafter, would be assessed
to the various towns and the city of Rockland as is done
with all county expenses.
The plan is in line with the progressive administration
of Sheriff Pease and his force of deputies, generally con
sidered as capable as the State affords We feel without
qu st on that the proposed Rural Highway Fatrcl wcu'd
be in the best r.terest of the entire county and would be
money well and wisely spent.

A’so they spent a day w th their what improved after feeling not
daughter, Barbara, at Prov dence tco we’.l during the winter months.
Barri 'g‘on Bible Co'ln r
MTIMCUS
Capt. Cyso.i C I.1 : 1 It las
The ‘lunfce m caled here Sun-1
■ -c to ' kr eh.a gc of his ‘ravlbu J! ■?ousrfie!d de ided not:
er, the St. George, which fishes off !
eve■ the Grar.u• Banks
n'R,. du t i the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper
coming on.
|
left .ast we.k lor an extended trip
Clifford Yeung came heme Tues
of several weeks. They spent a
day bringing a truck.
fev.- days in New York with the
Mrs. Arthur Philbrock and Ida
Roscoe Huppers, leaving Friday
Mae Geary who have been visit
ght on the ' Lena Luckenbach”
ing relathes in Rockland have re
of the Luckenbach Steamship
turned.
Lines This line gees hreugh the
Mrs. Ida Baker of Rockland is
Panama Canal to the West Coast.
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
They will land at Los Angeles, tour
Phiibrook.
the West semewhat and cross;
What a beautiful sight, the trees
country on their return by train, j
were after the snow storm of
with occasional side trips. Mr
Wednesday night! They locked as
and Mrs. Lester Shibles of Rock
if Romeone had taken a bowl of
port will supervise Wheelbarrow
frosting
and decorated
every
Farm during their absence.
branch.
The Ladies Circle met March 16
Mrs. Marie Ripley returned by
with Miss Ellen Grosvenor at her plane Thursday afternoon from
home at Port Clyde.
Rockland, where she had gone on

storia that was

2 hrs.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Our cor* (above)
are a single unit, like modern
trains and planes. Big frame boxgirders make a steel enclosure as big as
the car—“wrap-around” protection.
Welded, stronger, safer.
Other car* (right) bolt body
to a flat, separate frame—
the old oxcart principle.

5EE THE DIFFERENCE

HERE’S A GIANT CONTEST WITH

■SB
iM
tFG® 7 vFvF

ty "T

3 0 AIR

PRIZES TO NAME IT!
IT’S EASY TO WIN!
Cash 1st Prize
1140 OTHER PRIZES

CONDITIONED CARS

RAMBLERS!
NASH V-8*s! HUDSON V-8*s!
Complclely custom 4-door station wagons, sndans, hardtops- with

evnry accessory, including power assists, automatic transmissions

IO

IOO

METROPOLITAN CONVERTIBLES
(or hardtop, if winner desires)

KELV1NATOR APPLIANCES
including Fabulous Foodaramas, Freezers,
Ranges, Washers, Dryers

1000
Get your FREE copy ot
the interesting folder:

CASH PRIZES of $10 each
PLUS $40,000 CASH BONUSES

'TACTS
TO HELP
YOU
WIN"

Appraisal of old car is
worth $1,000 bonus to
each new car winner. Car
winners who buy a new
Rambler, Hudson or Nash
during contest period, get
double the price of the car
won in place of a car.

ENTER TODAY!

Just give American Motors a name for the world’s most
advanced car construction. So strong, so modern, so
safe, you get a total of $25,000 Personal
Automobile Accident INSURANCE*
against fatal injury —divided equally
between husband and wife—
at No Extra Cost!

FUN FOR.THE WHOLE FAMILY
HOW TO WIN—In 2 to 4 years,
you'll see announcements by “Big
3” car makers about a great new
development. American Motors
ears have it now—single unit con
struction, developed at a cost of
$50,000,000—the biggest differ
ence in cars today. With others
racing to copy our method, we
will pay generously for a simple
name for our modern, single unit
construction we can use in our
advertising.
The first name that pops into

!

your mind can be the $25,000
winning name. A simple name
like “Duo-Safe” or “Modernweld”. See your Nash dealer or
your Hudson dealer. Get Free
Entry Blank and folder “Facts To
Help You Win”. Please read rules
carefully, especially Rule .4 which
explains how contest will be
judged. In event of ties for any
prize, tied contestants will be
asked to write a simple 25-word
statement which will be judged
to break ties, if any.

•INSURANCE DETAILS—Husband and wife (if members of same household at
time of purchase) each get insurance providing for payment of $12,500 to
beneficiary or estate of either—thus providing total of $25,000—if either or
both should be fatally injured while driving or riding (separately or together)
in their new private passenger American Motors car anywhere in the world
during first year of ownership, if fatality results within 100 days after accident.
Applies to privately-owned new cars bought in U. 8. and Alaska, where state
insurance laws permit.
June in Disneyland on ARC-TV. See TV lutings for time and Channel
American Motors Means More tor Americans

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturda)

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 20, 1956
Firemen were called out Sunday
Flash Fire At
morning to the home of Frank
Bridges. Sr., at 20 Mechanic street
Lime Plant Burns
for a flooded oil burner. Upon ar
rival they found the trouble had Clifton Lewis
A seven year old Rockland boy been eliminated.
was struck by a car while cross
Three accident cases were
ing Main street Friday afternoon
Extensive property damage was treated at Knox County Gen-eral
but required no hospital treat reported by Rockland police to Hospital Monday. All were re
ment. The boy. Donald Peters. two vehicles involved in a head leased following treatment.
Jr. of Front street, was knocked on collision at Ocean street Monday
A 40-year-old Rockland worker,
down when struck by a car oper afternoon. Both drivers escaped Clifton Lewis, of 12 James street,
ated by William Daggett,. 19, of any injury.
Police said that a i was treated for first and second
Rockland.
The Daggett vehicle vehicle operated by George Arm degree bums about the face and
was turning around the curve on strong. 42. of 37 Limerock street hands received when he was
Main street at the intersection of traveling south on Ocean street burned during a flash fire at the
Front street when the boy dashed and another driven by Zacharie J. ; Rockland-Rockport Lime Com
across the street. Daggett applied Meuse. 49. of Gloucester. Mass., pany.
his brakes and skidded into the going north on the same road
Fred Wentworth. 23. an inmate
youngster. It was reported that came together on a curve. Both at Thomaston State Prison was
the boy suffered only minor operators told police they were un treated at the hospital for an in
bruises.
able to see each other because of jured right index finger received
the snow piled high on the banks at the prison shop. The injured
The 4-H Horsemanship Club will of the road. Police reported that man lost the tip of the finger. He
meet Wednesday night at 7 p. m. the snow was piled as high as six was released after treatment.
Estimated damage to the
in the work room in the Farns feet.
A 12-year-old girl. Patricia
worth Museum.
front ends of both cars was placed Hughes, daughter of Mrs. CathI erina Hughes of 29 James street
at about $320 each.
received treatment for a lacera
The general chairmen of the
Knox Hospital Country Fair met
Charter and award night for tion of the right arm. She sus
with Mrs. Earle Perry recently Troop 216, St. Bernard's Catholic tained the injury when her hand
and discussed plans for a baby Church, will be observed Thursday went through a pane of glass in
show that will be carried on in evening, March 22. at the church a door.
conjunction with the fair April 26 hall. All Scouts and parents are
at the Community Building. Mrs. cordially invited.
Joshua Southard will be chairman
Mrs. Inez Ames is ticket chair WALDOBORO
and will be assisted by Mrs. Irma
Anderson. Another added attrac man for the chicken pie supper to
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
tion will be the Hobby Show Room be served Thursday in the vestry
Telephone
Temple 2-9261
and anybody interested in display of the Methodist Church.
ing their collections may contact
the chairman, Mrs. Wilson Keene,
CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Hilton and
We wish to extend our heartfelt
Tel. 629-R or Mrs. Jasper Akers
family
of Ellisworth. Mrs. Chris
thanks to all of our friends at
Tel. 1392.
Owds Head, for the generous gifts tine Cuinningham of Bath were
and lovely anniversary party at guests Sunday of Kervin L. Dey
BORN
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Brad more they attended the dedication
Bennett—At Vinalhaven, March ford Adams at Easter Hill. Until
18. to Mr. and Mrs. Philip Ben the time when we can be among of the Chimes which were pre
nett, a son.
these friends again, and we can sented to the First Baptist Church
Howard—At
Knox
Hospital, say: “Indeed we have come by Mr. Deymor.
March 18. to Mr. and Mrs. David home,” our grateful thanks.
Miss Minnie Riley of Beech
Howard of Warren, a son.
34‘lt
Ted and Betty Haskins.
mont. Mass., will spend two weeks
with Mr. and Mrs. Henry K.
MARRIED
IN MEMORIAM
Barter-Wood—At Warren, March
In loving memory of our father Crowell.
15. Kenneth L. Barter and Miss John V. Delano, who passed away
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cooney
Judith May Wood, both of War March 21. 1953.
and daughter Susan will tour
ren. by Rev. Curtis Cady Busby.
Sadly missed by sons and
Enierson-LesPe — At Sarasota, daughters, Walter Delano, Gilbert Italy before returning to Maine.
March 8. Hon. Arthur E. Delano, Chester Delano. Bernard
Emerson of North Haven and Delano, Mrs. Annie Nye, Mrs.
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Catherine Leslie of Sarasota, Ethel Crouse, Mrs. Ruth Coffin.
I wish to express my sincere
Fla., and Ohio.
34’lt thanks and deep appreciation to
my neighbors and friends for the
DIED
flowers and many messages of
IN MEMORIAM
Richards—At Camden, March
In loving memory of Josephine ' sympathy in the recent loss of my
17, Mrs. Lucretia A. Richards, age
beloved husband, Howard Phin
99 years. Funeral services today E. Sprague, a wonderful mother, ney.
at 2 p. m. from Gilbert C. Laite who passed away March 20, 1954. 34*lt
Florence Phinney.
Funeral Home, Camden, with There are stars that go out in the
morning
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr. Jr., officia
CARD OF THANKS
Whose silvery light shineth on.
ting. Interment in Mountain View'
Words fail me as I try to ex
There are roses whose perfume
Cemetery, Camden.
press my appreciation of the kind
still lingers
Robinson—At Rockland. March
When blossoms are faded and ness shown me during my recent
17. Mrs. Delia S. Robinson, wife
stay at the Knox Hospital; to my
gone.
of Robert Robinson, of South
There are hearts full of love and friends for the moraie boosting,
Thomaston.
age
88
years.
cards and gifts and the nurses,
sweetness
Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
Where no longer life’s current doctors and other hospital person
from Russell Funeral Home with
nel for the excellent care and
flows;
Rev. Merle S. Conant officiating.
Her dearness and goodness lives “beyond the call of duty atten
Burial will be in Village Cemetery,
tion
”. I received, I can only say a
on with us herc
South Thomaston.
Like the souls of the star and humble “thanks’'. I especially like
Brown—At Vinalhaven, March
to mention the Federated Church
the rose.
19. Mrs. Mertie Ella Brown,
Helen and Wallace Spaulding. friends, Grace Chapter, OES, Dr.
widow of Hanson Brown, age 73 daughter and son-in-law.
34‘lt Fuller, Dr. Heath and my special
years. Funeral services Wednes
nurses. Mrs. Kay Flint. Mrs. Jose
day at 2 p. m. from Headley Fun
phine Sulin and Mrs. Maxim.
IN
MEMORIAM
eral Home. Interment in the
Thanks to all these, I enjoyed my
In
loving
memory
of
Ruth
spring in Ocean View Cemetery.
stay at Knox Hospital and I am
Grindle—At Vinalhaven. March Counce Wentworth Charlton, who so very grateful.
passed
away
March
20.
1954.
She.
17. Maria
Montelieu Grindle.
Shirley Columb,
widow of Charles Grindle, age 82 whose every thought was for. and Thomaston.
34-lt
of.
others!
Her
unceasing
kind

years. Funeral services are to be
held from the residence Tuesday. ness, and benevolence, will long
So
Interment in John Carver Ceme be remembered by many!
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
sadly missed by husband, Eppa;
tery.
GEORGE LITTLE. JR
Car
Carleton—At Newark, N. J., sister, Carrie; brothers, Will and
March 17,
Mrs. Eliza Carleton, Harry; nephew. Roger, nieces, penter and Builder. Repairs, re
nephews
and
cousins.
34-lt
modeling and foundations. Free
widow of Edward D. Carleton
estimates.
Old
County
Rd.
formerly of Thomaston. age 83
Thomaston. Tel.
Read The Courier-Gazette
39
years. Funeral
services from
Davis Funeral Home. Thomaston,
day and time to be announced. In
terment in Village Cemetery.
Thomaston.
Luce—At Camden,
March 19,
f
Percy Alton Luce, age 68 years.
Funeral services Wednesday at 2
p. m. from Gilbert C. Laite Fu
neral Home, Camden, witn Rev.
Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., officiating.
Interment in
Mountain View
Cemetery.

Page Three

CITY SCHOOL BOARD TO ATTEND

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]

March 26-27 — Kiwanis Better
Homes Show. Rockland Com
munity Building.
March 22—Meddebemsters at High
School
Auditorium.
auspices
Senior Washington Club.
March 23—WCTU meets with Mis
sion Circles of local churches at
Littlefield Memorial Church 2.30
p. m.
March 29-30—Maine State Society
DAR at Eastland Hotel, Port
land.
March 30—Good Friday.
April 1—Easter Sunday.
April 16-21—The 65th Annual Con
tinental Congress of the Nation
al Society, DAR, Washington,
D. C.
April 19—Patriots Day.
April 26—Country Fair at Cummunity Building, ausipices Knox
Hospital Auxiliary.
July 13-14—Broiler Festival at
Belfast.
Minor property damage was re
ported to vehicles operated by
Robert St. Clair. 39. of 18 Union
street and Albert T. Thurston. 67.
of 7 Fern street when the vehicles
collided at the intersection of
North Main and Birch streets Sat
urday evening. Both drivers es
caped any injury in the accident
that caused an estimated $100
damage to the right rear fender
and body of the Thurston 1955
Nash sedan and about $25 damage
to St. Clair’s 1955 Pontiac taxi.
Police reported that the cars col
lided as St. Clair was traveling
south on Birch street and onto
Broadway and Thurston was com
ing out of North Main street.

A frozen sprinkler alarm head
on the sprinkler system at the
Hotel Thorndike Sunday evening
sent three fire engines to the
scene immediately after the reg
ular 6 o’clock blasts on the fire
station’s alarm whistle the sprink
ler alarm caused another series
of blasts.
Rockland firemen fought a ear
blaze at Camden street Monday
morning in a vehicle owned by
Edward Walker of 72 Camden
street.
The fire department re
ported that the blaze burned the
interior of the car including the
seats and door upholstery. Dam
age was not estimated immediate
ly but it was reported the inside
of the car was completely burned
out. Cause of the blaze was not
determined.

A Rummage Sale sponsored by
the new Fireside Fellowship of the
Universalist Church will be held
at the vestry this Saturday begining at 9.30 a. m. This is the sale
which was concelled last week
due to the snowstorm.—adv.
*lt

HORNDIKE
HOTEL
Complete Loncheoa

9 8 c
Serving 11.30 to t v. ni.

107-T-tf

PUBLIC PARTY

EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
Tower Room - Community Bldg.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
47-T&Th-tf

DAVIS
HOMES FOR FUNERALS

ROCKLAND
558 Main St.

THOMASTON
22 Knox St.

Fla..

353-2.

Bloomfield—At Newton Center,
Mass, March 13, Mrs. Patricia N.
Bloomfield, wife of Dr. Richard
Bloomfield, recent .mummer physi
cian at North Haven.

II

WATCH CHANNEL 8
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
6.15 to 6.45
And See the

Demonstration of

344

NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE OF
SCHOOL BOARDS IN CAMBRIDGE

IN SERVICE
quent large-scale training exercises have assured the prepared-

j

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.

Amazing NEW
LOW PRICE!

value!

husky

soles,

DUTCH BOY MIRACLE PAINT
NALPLEX

handsome

VACUUM
CLEANER

Its to)l..ife

NALPLEX

leathers

put a shine

STEAM AND DRV IRON
BURPEE
Funeral Home

new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

| • EASY CLEAN-UP WITH WATER J

• ODORLESS

AMBULANCE SERVICE

ly <P

• LOVELY COLORS ,

•
•
•
•

TEL. 390
U0 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

T2

ROLLS EASILY
CLEANS EASILY
STORES EASILY
ALWAYS READY
FOR ACTION
COMPLETE SET Of ATTACHMENTS

INCLUDES NEW 2-IN-l RUG ANO FLOOD ATTACHMENT! SEE IT TODAYI

• 2 irons in I—changes
instantly from steam
to dry
• Irons most fabrics
without sprinkling

on your

BOY S

EASTER

now
only

• DRIES FAST

RUSSELL

ized?” Charles McIntosh, School
Committee member from Rockland, w’ill preside over this panel,
which will include Dr. Cyril Rargent, director, Center for Field
Studies, and Professor of Edu
cation. Harvard Graduate School
of Education; Dr. Austin J. Mc
Caffrey. Commissioner of Educa
tion State of Nw Hampshire; and
Emmett O’Brien and Walter J.
Markham, directors, respectively,
of the Divisions of Vocational
Education, Connecticut and Mas
sachusetts State Department* ot
Education.
“The School Committee Mem
ber’s Responsibility To The Edu
cational Program And the Com
munity,” will be the subject of
the panel moderated by Mrs.
Marion Gill
MacNefl, School
Committee member from West
erly, R. I. Some of the areas to
be considered include the school
J committee member's attitude toj "’ard his job. his responsibility
to school, taxpayer and nation,
and his function in the local eduj cational program. Theodore Sargent, pres dent of the MassachuI setts Association of School Cornmittees,
Inc.;
Dr.
Judson
Shaplin, Associate Dean of the
Harvard Graduate School of Edu1 cation, and School Committee
Member in Cambridge, Mass.;
Donald K. Davidson. Fellow in
[ Human Relations, Boston Uni

ness of the force. Recent exercises
have employed troop-carrying as
sault helicopters in testing the
‘vertical envelopment” concept of
amphibious warfare and the simu
lated employment of nuclear wea
I “Politics. Prejudices and Pub
pons.
• • •
lie Opinion About Schools—the inCpl. Edgar G. Robinson of 16 Huences which mold public opinProspect street. Rockland, depart- ion about school issues, school
ed the U. S. February 24 with an boards and school board elections,
8 0C0-man Marine Corps amphibi will be the keynote of the eve
ous force for maneuvers in the ning address by James M. ShipCaribbean area. The training ex ton, lecturer at the Harvard
ercise, to be conducted in the Graduate School of Education.
Roosevelt Roads-Vieques, Puerto Dr. Shipton will report and d.sRico area, will emphasize the cuss some results of a three-year
three principles of combat in the research project carried out by
Atomic age: speed, dispersion and educational administrators, politi
flexibility. It will involve 35 ships cal scientists, social psychologists,
A/3c Albert Harding, son of Mr. of the Atlantic Fleet, Marine air and sociologists under his leadand Mrs. James J. Harding of 45 craft from Cherry Point, N. C„ erhip on the staff of the Harvard
Masonic street. Rock’and is pres- and Miami, Fla., and assault Graduate School of Education.
ntly being trained as an automo forces, the majority of which will
Concurrent afternoon panels will
tive mechanic specialist at Fran come from the 2nd Marine Divi include discussions of three timecis E. Warren Air Force Base, sion, Camp Lejeune, N. C.
ly subjects.
Dr. Robert Hall,
• • •
Wyoming. At this historic former
Director
of Pupil
Personnel
Cavalry Post, outside Cheyenne,
Army Pfc. Malcolm A. Daggett, Service from the Simsbury, Corn.
the Air Force is training Airmen son of Mr. and Mrs. William E. Public Schools, will moderate the
in many specialties. At Warren, Dag!,rett of Thomaston, recently first panel on "The Gifted Child—
Neglected
Student?”
officers and airmen are trained completed an annual battery test Today's
to become automotive, utilities held by the 2d Armored Division Examining the responsibilities of
the public schools to the gifted
telephone and teletype operators. Artillery in Germany.
s well as repairmen, inspectors,
The test measured the profl- student, who in a real sense repinstructors, and supervisors, ad cieny of Daggett’s battery in es resents our greatest resource,
ministrative and supply techni tablishing a position, firing, com will be: Joseph McAndrews, trav-1 versity, and assistant principal,
el agent, Westerly, R. I.; Lester Weeks Junior High School, Newcians.
municating and correcting fire.
♦ * *
The 19-year-old solder is a can Vanderwerf, Dean, College of Lon, Mass.; and Dr. Matthew P.
Army Sergeant First Class Clar noneer with the 3d Armored Field Education, Northeastern Univer Gaffney, visiting professor at the
ence G. Young, Jr., whose parents Artillery Battalion's Headquarters sity; Roberta M. Kellogg, direc Harvard Graduate School of Edu
live on Route 1 in Warren, recent Battery.
tor of Elementary and Special cation. and former superintend
• * •
ly took part in “Task Force Al
Education, Brockton, Mass., Pub ent of schools. New Trier, Ill.,
pha’’, a training exercise through
Pvt. James O. Smith, 23, son of lic Schools; and Francis Mac will participate in this discussion.
inland waterways in Virginia and Joseph I. Smith, 940 Washington Kenzie,
The Rockland school system is
chairman,
Advisory
North Carolina.
street, Bath, recently completed Committee on the Gifted Child, a member of the Council, which
The exercise gave Sergeant ten weeks of advanced individual Darien, Conn.
is a voluntary and cooperative
Young training in amphibious op training under the packet platoon
Better education through unifi association of 117 New England
erations, piloting, task force con system at the Armored Replace cation, the equalization of the school
systems
which
have
trol, reconnaissance and commu ment Training Center. Fort Knox, financial burden and the lighten joined together for the co-opera
nications.
Ky. Smith was trained to drive ing of the load on local schools tive study of common problems
A platoon sergeant with the tihe Army's medium tank. He pass will be some of the problems dis and for the constant improvement
159th Transportation Boat Bat ed the .30 and .50 caliber machine cussed In the panel on "The of public education.
talion’s Company A. Young en
gun proficiency tests and quail Area School—Gen-eral Or SpecialThe man who is shaddowed is
tered the Army in 1943.
fled as a gunner in the firing ot
« « *
bound to have a light cast on his
the 90 mm tank gun. Under the Bath, is receiving basic cambat
Norman S. Ames. son of Mr.
character.
packet platoon system of train training with the 8th Infantry
and Mrs. Raymond Ames of
ing, each trainee becomes a per Division at Fort Carson, Colo. AAMWVRAAMMMAMMMMMMMt
Spruce Head recently enlisted in
manent member of a tank crew. Gillies is training with Head
the Air Force and is stationed at
A 1954 graduate of Bowdoin Col quarters and Service Company of
San Antonio, Texas. He would be
lege, he entered the Army last the division's 41st Tank Battalion.
pleased to hear from friends. His
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
September and completed basic The 8th is preparing to move to
address is: A/B Norman S. Ames.
Europe next fall as part of Opera
training at Fort Dix, N. J,
COMPLETE
REPAIR SERVICE
AF11310016, Fit. 196. PO Box 1523.
tion Gyroscope. Gillies worked
San Antonio,
Lackland AFB,
First Choice Used Cars
Army Pvt. Walter E. Anderson, for Rock Products, Inc. in South
Texas.
ROCKLAND
son of Mrs, Lillian H. Toothaker, Portland before entering the
515 MAIN ST.
TEL. 720
The 14th anniversary of the 63 Commerical street. Bath, re Army last month. He is a 1955
104-tf
Atlantic Fleet Amphibious Force cently arrived in Korea and is now graduate of Hebron Academy.
a
member
of
the
24th
Infantry
will be commemorated March 14
by 15.000 “amphibians'' aboard the Division. The 24th is one of two
more than 60 Amphibious Force American divisions stationed in
ships and shore stations. Serving Korea. It was the first U. S. unit
aboard the landing craft repair to fight in the Korean conflict.
ship USS Krishna is James R. Anderson, an infantryman in Com
Bartlett, engineman first class, pany C of the division’s 19th
USN, of 260 Broadway, Rockland. Regiment, entered the Army in
The Amphibious Force, created at August 1955 and was last station
the outset of WW II, became a ed at Fort Dix. N. J., where he
potent offensive force which car completed basic training.
* * *
ried out 61 major amphibious as
Pvt. James A. Gillies HI, 20,
sault landings before the collapse
of Japan in 1945 Since WW n, fre- whose parents live on Route 1,

Leah Davis Brooks
Serving Knox County since 1675
66-tf

The following members of the
Rockland School Committee will
attend the annual School Board
'Conference
th<‘ New England
—n on
—
1 School Development Council
| Friday at the Hotel Commander
' in Cambridge. Mass.; C. Maxwell
i Ames, Charles H. McIntosh. Helvi
i Hamalainen, A. Alan Grossman
and Harold Whitehill.

sizes 2'/} to 6

BOYS' Goodyear
welt plain toe, 2eyelet oxford with
storm welt, com
position sole. Black.

B and D widths

5.79

• lightweight—only
3’/« lbs
• larger soleplote—more
than 30 squaro inches
• Visualizer Fabric-dial

• Presses like a tailor

DON’T ViAIT! COME IN TODAYI

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
1-tl

Carr's Wallpaper

CENTRAL V\AAINE
I OWU ^Afo M P A N V

CENTRAL W\AINE
POWER'

OMPANY

ENDICOTT JOHNSON®

and Paint Center
586 MAIN ST.

BOCKLAND
10-T-37

178 0VS8 40 Yf ASS

QUALITY APPLI ANC ES...DEPENDABLE APPLIANCi SERVICIN6

c3K OVER 40 YEARS

QUALITY APPLIANCES...DEPENDABLE APPLIANCE SERVICING

345 MAIN STREET
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOB SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Id this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents for each line, half price each additions! time nsed. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, L eM advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost IS rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secnre best resulta
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
AIX CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the rash and no hook
keening will he maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette.
Count the Words—Five to a
Afirarttoameata

The Warren Woman’s Club has
been invited to the Friends-inCouneil meeting March 20 (today)
I at the Episcopal Parish in Cam
den at 2 p. in.

Use

......... '■
.
=
FOR SALE
0URvFD Glass CHna Closet for
sale. Call at 14 CENTRAL ST.
Ca-den. after 5 p. m.
34-36
1952 OLD-MOBILE Sedan for
sale. Call at 5 Pleasant street, or
TEL. 1533.
__
34 36
FORD (1953) four-door V-8 Se
dan for sale. Excellent condition.
Can be seen at SEARS-ROEBUCK,
or 60 Main St.. Thomaston
34*36
NICE lot of 6 weeks old pigs for
sale, also early cut hay in the
barn or delivered. PETER ED
WARDS, 271 Littlerock St.. Tel.
806J_
33-35
10” RAYTHEON TV Set for
sale $25 CALL 1401-R.
32*34
'47 FORD Tank Truck for sale.
$795. Equipped for ranee and fuel
Oils. May be seen at 208 Park St.,
or call FRANK WEAVER. 1882
around 6 p. m.
32-34
HOMELITE Power Saw for sale,
also In’ernational % ton 1947
truck; Oldsmobile four-door sedan
(1947); and three wood lots. C. S
CURTIS. Rockville.
32 34
SFE I S FOR YOUR
ELECTRICAL NEEDS
If it’s Electrical wc can get it
and install It. Free installation on
all 1966 major appliances bought
from us. Our work Is guranteed.
R. F BLAISDELL AND CO..
Rockport, Maine. Tel. 582, Pascal
Ave.. Masters Elec. Lie. No. 482
30-44
BEAUTIFUL B'ooming Gloxinias
and African Violets for sale. Also
freah cut flowers in variety at ail
times. Floral designs for all occa
sions. DEAN’S NURSERY, 325 Old
County Rd., Tel. 948 .
27-tf
OXYGE.. and Acetylene Cylind
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de
murrage? The best deal in town
on gases, equipment and supplies.
20% discount on all torches and
regulators. Can be financed. MOR
RIS GORDON 4 SON, Rockland
19-tf
PROMPT Relief — Piles, Psoria^
sis, Eczema. Chap. "Roberts Re
liable Salve”, Effective 65 yrs
Satisfaction Guaranteed, 3-1 oz.
can«.-$1.00. Postpaid. ROBERTS
PHARMACY, Lisbon Falls, Maine
17*51
FOR SALE
Pistols
shotguns
rifles, tele
scope sights, mounts, ammunition
handloading supplies, and other
shooting accessories
CAMDEN
SPORTING GOODS,
(Allan N.
Forsyth) Sherman's Point Phone
Camden 2675
1-tf

HOUSLSHERMAN, inc

C

Yoor

OBOSLEY-RENDU
Dealer

MAIN 8T
ROCKLAND’
PHONE 731
9x13 LINOLEUMS
for sale; reg
Ul-tfl
□Mr $10 95 for $6 95. NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST
Thomaston.
l-tf
PIPE FOR SALEBlack and galvanized. All sizes
low prices BICKNELL MFC. CO
Ume Bt_______________________ 1-ti
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
line of parakeet foods and mineral
health grit GRACE'S GARDENS
Mrs Charles A Swift, 9 Booker
St Thomaston Tel 374
1-tf
' WINDOW SHADES and BLINDS
for sale custom made Call us
free Installation Tel. 801.
SEA
COAST PAINT CO 440 Main St
Roes,and
!-»•

fI

WANTED
INEXPENSIVE Camp on lake
wanted. Write CAMP, c/o THE
COURIER-GAZETTE_______ 3.3* 35
SEWING
Instructor
wanted
good salary, 5-day week, bene
fits and paid vacation. Apply at
your SINGER SEWING CENTER
or Tel. 1724 for an appointment.
31tf
ANTIQUES wanted. Old painted
pine commodes of all kinds in
good condition. I will pay $10 each
for the lift top type. Will also pay
tap prizes for old U. S. coins, anti
que firearms, old dolls, church
benches and settees. Any quantity.
Write or phone W. .J FRENCH
10 High St., Camden. Maine. 33-tf
GIRL wanted to train as tele
phone operator. For information
call UNION 66-2 or UNION 8900
or call in person at Union office
between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. 30-tf
FAlNlUNU acu rapernanging,
Inside and out, all work positively
guaranteed. Will furnish material
Work accepted Warren to Camden.
Estimates free
VAN E. RUS
SELL. Phone 678-M. Post Office
Box 701, Rockland.
73tf
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Se’rvice. Ask for it at your local store
or at GIFFORD'S, Rockland, Me.
1-tf
DON'T
discard your old or
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and reTel.
finishing 68 Masonic St.
1106-M
ltl
IRON Steel Metal. Rags anc
Call
123
Bat*.pr!e«
wanted.
MORRIS GORDON A SON. Cor.
Lslaad sad Tsa Sts.. Rockland
♦a♦«

Folks who put money into a re
serve fund today are putting inde
pendence into their old age.

LOST AND FOUND
SMALL Female
Terrier-Pom
pup found, tan and white, near
Park street. Under Dog Law.
CALL 1690.
.33-35

EGGS & CHICKS
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine
U. S Approved Pullorum typhoid
clean for sale.
An exceptional
cross for good livability, large
<*gg» and heavy birds.
DUTCH
NECK HATCHERY. Melville W
DAVIS, Tel. TEmple 2-9480, Wal
doboro. Maine
3-!r
CLEMENTS WHITE ROCKS in great demand for meat produc
tion. They Eve, grow fast and
have efficient feed conversion—
pullets available for Hatching egg
production. Maine-U. S. Approved
Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks
White Leghorns. Golden Crosses
and Reds for layers.
Write or
nhone CLEMENTS CHICKS, INC..
Route 33, Winterport. Maine. (4)

REAL ESTATE
An eight-room house for sale,
on High street in Camden, with
large lot of land. All hardwood
floors. 3 fireplaces. 3 bedrooms
nd bath, electric hot water heat
er, hot-air furnace, oil-fired, shed
and barn. One of the best loca
tions in town. This property can
be inspected by appointment.
Price $8500.
ALLEN INSUR
ANCE AGENCY. David H. Montomerv. Pres.
Tel.
Camden
34-11
221 Hi.

At the regular meeting, Wed
nesday evening, the Tiger Engine
Company voted to buy a rack and
canvas to cover the hose well of
the LaFranee truck.
About 22
were present. A social hour followed the meeting, the refresh
ment committee serving coffee
and doughnuts.
Mrs. Richard Butler, Mrs. Harry
Hartford and Mrs. Carrie Butler,
motored to Portland Thursday for
a business and pleasure trip.
The Health Council will meet at
the Auxiliary Hall Wednesday af
ternoon at 1.30. Progress on plans
for the Annual Meeting of the TriCounty Public Health Council,
which will be held in Warren, will
be reported and further plans sug
gested.
The second in the series of three
Salk vaccine shots were given at
the Grade School, Friday. Four
teen of the 129 children receiving
these shots were for first shots
and as it is hoped for the two
shots to have been given before
the summer, will the parents of
these 14 contact Dr. F. G. Camp
bell after two weeks, for appoint
ments. He will administer these
.shots free at his office. Lollipops
were given to the youngsters by
the members of the Health Coun-

SERVICES
WE repair and service all
makes of sewing machines and
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
ING MACHINE CO,
393 Main
9treet. Rockland. Tel. 1724 8-tf

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS

A Bonded Service Representative
Will B«* In Rockland and Vicinity
ON Rt. 1.
Attractive 7 rm.
The Week of March 19th
brick house for sale, in very good
REGINALD H. RUSSELL
condition.
House
has
much
Tel. Rockland 163-M
charm, all knotty pine kitchen,
__
___________ 33*34
completely equipped with elec,
MUSIC’ Lessons. Trumpet, Trona
range,
retfrig.,
dish
washer,
washer and dryer, all in new bone, Clarinet, Saxophone and
cond.
Well proportioned large Accordion. GIFFORDS Tel. 146
1211*
living with fireplace, bookcases
built in. Large barn, suitable for
antique shop, studio, small busi
TO LET
ness; 4'« acres land. SECURITY
REAL ESTATE CO,
Dorothy
UNFURN. 3 rooms and bath apt.
Dietz, Caimden 2117 or 8897.
to let, elec, stove and refrig.,
24-lt thermostatic heat, hot water. TEL.
1616.
32-34
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
ment to let, hot and cold water
supplied.
Located in Bicknell
Modernized Country Home, 7- Block. Not heated. CHARLES E.
rooms, attached barn, 6 acres. P CT’iNELL, If. Realtor, Phone
1647-W.
32-tf
$6,900.
Salt Water Farm. 120-acres,
FIVE Room Heated, Unfurnish
good stand of buildings. $7 800.
ed apt. to let at 36 PLEASANT
Quaint Riverfront Home, 10- ST., Tel. 1051-R.
26-tf
acres, attached barn. bath, ample
SUNNY 3 rm.. 1st floor apt. to
water. $5,800.
let; fine loc., bath h&c water
Waterfront Cape Cod, Waldo adults. 87 NORTH MAIN ST. 33*35
boro, lO-acres1, modernized, 3WALLPAPER Steamer to let by
flreplaces. $9,000.
CARR'S WALL
Attractive Rockland Home, cen day or night.
PAPER AND PAINT CTR., 586
tral location, extra lot.
24-tf
Well Located 6-room house with Main street.
UNFURN. Apt. in Thomaston
bath. $4,200.
Mainp Style. 8-room house, bath. to let. four rms. and bath. Stove in
2-car garage, large lot. water kitchen. 19 BREWSTER ST., or
Tel. 1061-R.
22-tf
view. $4,750
Free Listing Folder for out of
UNFURN. 4-rm. apt. to let, with
state friends.
heat, h4c water, waste removed.
See F. H. WOOD, Court House, Adults only, no pets. Inquire in
Rockland, Maine.
33-34 person at 8 SUMMER ST.
13-tf
FURNISHED Apartment to let
SOUTH WARREN * CAPE
adults.
Inquire In person at 11
CODDER FOR SALE
JAMES STREET
147-t'
e rooms and bath plus one
unfinished room. Full basement
HEATED and Unheated Fum.
arftesian well. Timken oil heat apts. to let. from $7 to $15 a week.
copper plumbing — new bath —
Fully equipped with bath, free hot
an acre more or less — access
and cold water, some with elec
to lake — beautiful view — tax
stoves, rubbish removed free. V.
$42 — garage $4500.
F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel.
THINKING OF BUILDING?
8060 and 172 Broadway. Tel. 1234
Have some nice lots in Rockland
1-H
and Owls Head! !!!!!!!!!
COBROKERAGE INVITED
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
MISCELLANEOUS
Realtor
GETTING ready for Easter?
497 Main St.
Tel. 1647-W
32-34 Earn that ne-eded money the Avon
way. Openings in Rockland. Thom
SMALL 6 room house on No. 1 aston, Camden, Union, Washing
highway for sale, in Rockport, 3 ton. Write MRS. RUSSELL JOHN
acres. Good chance for garden SON, Augusta Rd.. Waterville.
etc. 125 ft. frontage on highway.
33-38
$3,200 for quick sale. W. E. ~MARY CUNNINGHAM, Modern
OGIER. RFD Box 44, Rockport. School of Dancing, BaJlet, Tap, 2
32-34 to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to
7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow
er Room. Community Bldg., Rock
FOR REAL ESTATE land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m.
every Wednesday at the Wey
Austin D. Nelson mouth Grange Hall in Thomaston,
and Ball Room every other week.
CALL 928
____
17-tf
11 Limerock St
Rockland
WELL! W EI L!
148-tf
If it is water you need, write
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill
NEW Homes for sale:
Three ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135.
bedroom modern homes with view Camden.
Tel. 2768. Installment
of harbor, barge lots at Penbay plan also available, no down pay
Acres. Oak floors, plastered walls ment necessary. Member of New
and ceiling; modern kitchen and England and National Association.
bath. FHA financing $1600 down
1-tf
Monthly payments $63.14. See our
model
home.
MORGAN
C.
PLUMBING and HEATING
ELMER, Contractor — Telephone
FREE ESTIMATES
Rockland 319 or Camden 3130
(evenings)
25-36
ARTHUR CULLEN
LICENSED PLUMBER

WELL!

12

Cousens' Realty
Bnslnesz Opportnnltles
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings '
LIMEROCK ST.

n

TEL 1538
Across from Post Office

153-tf *

North

Thomaston.

St.

Tel.

Ms

234

74-tf

SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH?
Translations and private German
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
UPTON. Camden 2088
87-tf
Fly Northeast Airlines, eonnec
cions made for all lines Giffords
Rnekland Me
89tf

ssxzzzzzzzzzxzsssxsmj CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
automatic cleaning
equipment
Free Inspection and estimates
SANI 8EPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
2687.
T3tf

eil on duty along with other duties
performed.
The Knox and Lincoln’* P.ist
Grands and Past Noble Grands
Association will meet at IOOF
Hall, Wednesday. Supper will be
served by the Past Noble Grands
of Mystic Rebekah Lodge at 6.30.
Visitors to bring sweets. This is
the annual meeting, with election
of officers.
The Junior and Senior dancing
classes which would have met
Wednesday eevning at Glover Hall
were cancelled because of the
storrn.
Miss Mary Cqnningham.
of Bath, the instructor, holds these
classes every other Wednesday.
The number attending the classes
varies from 20 to 50. but all agree
it is a “lot of fun.”
The Senior Class of the high
school, will leave April 13. on the
annual Washington trip.
Again
this year, it will be a “Green
Tour", with the group traveling
by train to New York and then by
but. Chaperones will be principal
and Mrs. Edgar Lemke.
Miss Dorothy Orff, and her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Monroe
of Waldoboro have returned from
visits in Cantua Creek, Calif., with
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Orff and
Brawley, Calif., with Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Orff, Jr., brothers of Miss
Orff. The trip covered six weeks.
Mrs. Laura Starrett was pleas
antly surprised by a birthday card
shower Friday, the occasion being
her 80th birthday.
The one act play contest, spon
sored by the Medomak Valley
which was to have been presented at Thompson Memorial, Union.
Friday evening, has been post
poned to Friday next, due to the
storm.

Camden Pilgrims Prepare For Puppet Show

ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 18-4

As a result of lh«* desire of mem*
b •” of Senior Pilgrim Fellow
ship group nt the Camden Congt.gato .ad Church to take a trip
later in the year a major hobby
activity has developed in recent i
weeks for members of both the
Junior and Senior group. A puppet
show was suggested as a money
making project. One thing led to
another and now on most any aft
ernoon a group of young people
may be found at the Cary Bok
j borne n W’t’i.d street io < amdeii
working on the puppets under the
direction of Mrs. Bok.
In the
photo on the left Roger Biirchctl
tries out a nearly finished product
while on the right work continues
Milton Wooster, program chair- ' on a variety of heads, arms, legs
man of the S. O. S. party, follow- . and hollies that will eventually ap
pear on <h *ir amateur stage.
ing the supper. Thursday evening j Working around the table are
at the Baptist Church reported ■ Joyce Harvey, Beth Brown, Betsy
several articles of clothing re- | < rockett and Jacquie (hap.n
ceived, as well as money. Articles j while Mrs. Bok and church youth
of clothing may still be donated 1 leader, Robert Sargent, observe
their progress from the hackduring this week, and may be left ground.
with Mr. Helmer or Mr. Wooster.
This is pail of a program for dis
tribution to the needy overseas. Only Cap'n Ote
The money goes toward the cost
Would Come Up
of distributing surplus food.
Vernon Jordan, Grade School With This One
principal,
reports the
Eighth
It was not a question of mere
Grade has begun studying a series
of science projects, using micro honesty or a bothered conscience
scopes. The film. “The Story of that brought Otis Lewis of Ash
Colonel Drake,” dealing with the Point into the Rockland police sta
drilling of the first oil well, was tion Saturday morning following
recently shown to grade five in the big weekend storm but rather
clusive to the eighth.
a strong Ivelief in the laws of
About 70 were in attendance at coimjpensation.
the supper and meeting of the
Otis handed a five cent piece
Knox County Fish and Game As to Police Chief Bernard Thomp
sociation at the IOOF Hall, Thurs son and told him he had just found
day evening.
At the business it in a parking meter in front of
meeting, Fred Black, Rock’.and, the post office.
Roland Gushee, Appleton and Bart
“It isn’t that I’m so honest that
Pellicani. Warren, were appointed I’m doing this.” Otis explained to
a nominating committee and Fred the bewildered chief, “but I have
Harding, Jr., Rock’and, auditing a philosophy.”
committee to report at the Annual
He told the police chief that if
Meeting in April. Donald Leach, he had pocketed the nickel which
treasurer, reported about $850.CO was the natural inclination he was
from the recent three day Sports sure he would run into some sort
man Show held in Rockland. The of tfrpuble. His car might
association made plans concern stuck in the snow or he might
ing the rearing of pheasants at have an accident he explained.
Beaver Lodge. Charles Bicknell
“By turning over the nickel,”
showed reels of film from the Otis finished, “nothing but good
Maine Department of Inland Fish things will happen to me.”
and Game.
He quietly left the station leav
Barter-Wood Nuptials

Miss Judith May Wood and Ken
neth L. Barter were married
Thursday evening, March 15. at
the Congregational parsonage by
Rev. Curtis Cady Busby, using the
single ring ceremony. Attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. William Payson of Warren. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl F.
Wood of Warren, and is a student
at Warren High School. Mr. Bar
ter is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Bailer of Tenants Har
bor, and is a painter, presently
employed in Rockland. The cbu'ple
will reside on Cottage street,
Rockland.
,

NORTH HAVEN

ing several thoughtful faces.
Rockport Okays

(Continued From Page One)

However, the loyal opposition was
present and offered three votes
against the measure.

Total Appropriations
Final figures on increases in
the budget were not available late
Monday night. However, it apappeared that there had been a
substantial increase over 1955,
possibly as much as $12,000. The
school budget showed an in
crease of $3800 over last year.
Town Manager Archie Stevens
You can’t figure out how much will have a complete breakdown
work a man does by the aihoimt of Monday appropriations and a
of time he spends talking politics. comparison with 1955 ready for
the Thursday edition.
For social items in The CourierSnow Removal Costs
Gaze tie, Phone 770, City.
An item for $6,000 for snow re

moval was upped by 50 per cent
in the meeting when it was re
vealed that the last two storms
have forced town officials to
work on the 1956 budget. A grow
ing storm outside town hall as
the item was studied led the
people to authorize a loan for an
additional $3 000 while they hoped
that the current storm was the
last of the season.

VINALHAVEN
The Round About Club met with
Mrs. Elsie Calderwood on Thurs
day. Dinner was served and the
afternoon enjoyably passed. Spe
cial
guest
was
Mrs. Vivian
Georgeson.
Mrs. Laura Skoog was hostess
to the Players on Saturday night.
Miss Janice Hutchinson of Rock
land spent ’the weekend with rela
tives in town.
The Garden Club will hold its
regular meeting at the Union
Church vestry on March 23 at 7.30
p. m. Hostesses are Eleanor Conway and Mora Thomas.
Thi3
meeting will be “guest night.”
The feature of the evening will be
a movie at 8 o’clock entitled
“Story of Modern Roses.” and the
picture will be in color.
Just Another Club met with Mrs.
Helen Poole on Saturday evening.
Due to the storm the Vinal
Haven II didn’t make its daily
trip to Rockland on Saturday
However, the Mary A made a spe
cial trip to Vinalhaven on Sunday
afternoon bringing a few things
j including the mail and papers.

The town truck ran into a little

At The Knox Theatre Wed & Thurs.- The Opera "Aida"

In The Courier of Feb. 28th
there was a picture entitled “Here
is a triple problem. What year?
Name of boats and coal wharf?”
on which I have seen no remarks
from anyone.
It was taken around 1924 and is
a picture of the old Dr. Weed coal
wharf at North Haven.
The
schonner was the “Alaska,” with
the tug Sommers Smith of Rock
land, with Capt. Dobbin.
The
sloop was Forrest Calderwood’s,
the scow and small boat were
Frank Calderwood’s.
The shed
collapsed July 19. 1928. after the
North Haven Fuel Co. had owned
it about five years. If you are in
doubt regarding these two state
ments, contact Bob Waterman for
further details.
Mrs. Nellie York, who has
passed several weeks with rela
tives on the mainland is now at
the home of Mrs. Rose Dyer.
Mrs. Winona Brown was in Bos
ton to attend the flower show.
Mrs. Maud Simpson was dinner
guest on Wednesday of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde O. Ames and on Fri
day of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Grant.
Vernon L. Beverage who was in
Rockland this week met two for
mer residents of North Haven, the
Rev. Maurice Dunbar of Spruce
Head and Hany Rogers who in
quired for island friends.
Due to the very bad storm Fri
day night and early Saturday we
had no boat service on Saturday.
A very bad storm, depositing
much heavy snow where it is not
wanted.
“Spring — Where Art
Thou?”
Mr. and iMrs. Merl Mills spent
the weekend on the mainland.
Mrs. Leon Beatti (Ellen Woos
ter) of Thomaston was in town on
Tuesday as guest of her grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery H.
Wooster, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Stone
have moved the house occupied by
his grandmother, the late Mrs.
Emma Stone Snow, from the hill
to their recently purchased lot, op
posite the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Smith.
On Wednesday, the 14th, Mrs.
Meribah Crockett was given an
early birthday surprise party.
Those present were Mrs. Orllla
Sampson, Mrs. Alice Sampson,
Mrs. Julia Beverage, Mrs. Maud
Simpson. Mrs. Katharyn Babbidge,
Mrs. Nora Waterman and Mrs.
Hope Crockett. Meribah was pre
sented with a gift from each. Re
freshments consisting of a birth
day cake which Hope made, tea,
sweets and sandwiches furnished
by the guests, making a happy
birthday.

difficulty Saturday morning at the
height of the storm. It caught fire
under the hood, burning out some
wiling and hoses. It was pushing
the large wing snow plow at the
time so the small plow was im
mediately faced with the burden
of trying to get the loads plowed,
which was practically impossible
with the drifting of the snow. Due
to the efficiency of Peaslee’s Ga
rage, the truck was back in opera McDonald, Eleanor Conway, and
tion before noon and both plows Dale’s mother and grandmother,
Frances Oakes. Invited but un
were going steady.
able to attend were Annie Lane
Birthday Party
and Ethyl Hopkins.
Dale Oakes celebrated his third
Dale received many gifts.
birthday Sunday afternoon with a
AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE
party at his home.
Lunch of
INSURANCE COMPANY
birthday rake, cupcakes, cookies
80 Maiden Lane
and ice cream was served. The
New York 88, New York
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1956
children sang the birthday song to
$22,506,333.00
Dale as he blew out his three Bonds,
‘■’tocks.
48 567,243.00
candles. Those present were Jeff -Real Estate Owned. 10.872,999.40
Chilles, Linda Whittington, Larry Cash and Bank De
and Sharon Oakes, Glen and Ken
posits,
2,577,571.42
neth Alley, Wendy Duncan, Cynthia Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 4.313,483.65
and Pamela Conway, Bonnie Mills,
Others Assets,
2 092,247.92
Ivan and Mark Olsen, Robbie
Littlefield, Alan Peterson and
Total Assets,
$88,928,868.39
Joan Davis. Besides the children
LJABIIJTIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1953
were Albra Whittington, Phyllis
$4,458,006.54
Whittington, Norma Olsen, Josie Reserve for Losses,
Reserve for Loss AdjusV
Oakes,
Marcia
Davis,
Doris
ment Expenses,
382.000.00
Chilles, Patricia Duncan, Genieva Reserve for Unearned
Mills, Janice Hutchinson, Elsie
18.955 387.18
Premiums.
934 000.00
Reserve for Taxes,
Al! Other I.iabiKtifs, 1.461.490.37
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
$26 168 884.99
Total Liabilities,
Superior Court
February Term. 1956 Special Surplus Funds, $320289.00
Canital Paid Up or
Raymond O. Keating
5.000.000.00
Statutory Deposit.
Esther A. Keating
vs.
Unassigned Funds
57,439,694.30
Heirs. Grantees, Devisees. Assigns
(Surplus),
or
Persons
Claiming
Under
loseph P. S hemeihorn or Jennie
Surplus as Regards
$62,759,974.30
S. Schemcrhorn
Policyholders.
PETITION TO QUIET TITLE
Th's is to notify all persons in
$88,928 858.39
Total,
terested in the above entitled mat
34-T-40
ter that a petition has been filed
U
KT
ION
M
’
TTUAL
FIRE
by Raymond O. Keating and
INSURANCE COMPANY
E-'her A Keating reciting that
McntpeBer. Vermont
they have deeds to certain prop
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1955
erty located in Appleton. Maine
$1,293,197.60
and fully described in said peti Bonds,
391,271.76
tion. and asking the Court to no Stocks.
125,000.00
tify Joseph P. Schemcrhorn or Real Estate Owned.
Jennie S. Schi merhorn. their Cash and Bank De
posits,
100.258.61
heirs, grantees, devisees, assigns
or persons claiming under them Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums,
158,333.48
to show cause why they should not
120.088.53
bling an action to try their till® Other Assets.
to said premises.
Total Assets,
$2,188 129.98
On the foregoing petition. OR
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
DERED:
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31. 1953
That the petitioners notify all
$68,660.16
interested parties by publishing Reserve for Losses.
an abstract of this petition and Reserve for Loss Adjust2,832.17
ment Expenses.
order once a week for three con
secutive weeks in The Courier- Reserve for .Unearned
670.078.54
Gazette. a newspaper published
Premiums.
43,832.07
in Knox County, the last publica Reserve for Taxes.
162.400.40
tion to be at least fourteen days All Other Liabilities,
nrior to the first Tuesday of May
$945,803.34
Total Liabilities,
1956.
Special Surplus Funds. $315,240.71
February 21, 1956.
ABRAHAM M. RUDMAN,
Unassigned Funds
Justice Presiding.
(Surplusl.
925.085.93
A true abstract with Order of
Court thereon.
Surplus a%Regards
Attest:
Policyholders,
$1,240326.64
(L.S.)
PEARL E. BORGERSON,
Total,
$2,186,126.98
34-T-40
.
Clerk
34-T-40

Tiwidatfhartdar&rfwday
ber music over the radio. In thc
meantime I have a position with
the Hague Philharmonic. It eeems
that there is actually a shortage
of musicians in Holland, so It is
possible for a foreigner to work, as
is not tru? in so many other coun
tries.

Realm
By
GLADYS HEISTAD
Back in th« Rockport days we
had wit hus one summer a young
Jewess, Shirley Marcus by name,
a violin student nt the Curtis In
stitute of Music and in Rockport
that particular summer to con
tinue her studies with Mme. Lea
Luboshutz. who was then head ol
the violin department at Curtis.
We became very fond of Shirley,
a tall slender, quiet girl, with sen
sitive features and serious man
ner. And it has been one of my
joys that we have kept in con
tact with each other over the
years, now becoming many. A
letter over a year ago told me that
she was playing with thc San
Francisco Symphony; before then
she had played with tho Indian
apolis Symphony, the Kansas City
Symphony and the San Diego
Symphony, as well as with smaller
symphonic groups during snmmer
seasons.; I had thought of her
still with the San Francisco Sym
phony when along came such a de
lightful letter from her, during
the holiday season, from Holland.
I reel her letter will interest you
so here it is:
"As much as I like San Franclaco I have decided to Rec more
of the world this year. A friend
of mine, Gloria Ramsey, (of
whom you will hear one day as a
conductor if a woman can man
age a chance at it. or an equally
excellent clarinetist, from Cali
fornia), and myself, left last June
tor Siena, Italy, where we both
had scholarships to the Academia
Musicals Chigiana, a two months
summer session with such people
on the faculty as Guido Agosti
(not so well known in the States,
but a wonderful musician, holds
piano classes), Mme. Yvonne Astruc (of Ecole Normale in Paris ,
and Nathan Milstein for violin.
Anure Navarro, 'cello; Andres Se

Kgiffii
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govia, guitar; Pujol, an interest
ing guitar and vlhuela (old instru
ment) specialist; Gerlin, harpsi
chord; German!, organ; Paul van
Kerper, conductor (who has for
many ye ads been head of the ra
dio in Hllversum. Holland-—a fine
musician who has not altogether
been given hus due. because he
happened to have been in Ger
many before and during the war,
and whose life came rather
abruptly to an end and following
an operation only a couple of
weeks ago. You may have heard
his discs, they are in America
now. It was a full schedule there,
with programs almost every eve
ning, classes daily.
"In case you have not heard of
this fabulous little place, Count
Chigi Saracini is one of the few
titled people left in Italy, with a
good proportion of his estate. For
24 years each summer he has
opened thc doors of his palace in
this wonderful medieval city, to
music- has always had world-re
nowned artists as teachers—
Enesco and Thibaud both were
here, lor instance. And what a
lovely part of the world is Tus
cany—green rolling country side,
houses and soil of contrasting
browns, and the typical architec
ture of that region.
"An interesting development of
our summer was the visit of
Queen Elizabeth of Belgium in
Siena to 'listen in' on the violin
classes—a charming and unassum
ing woman an amateur violinist
herself. Through her my friend
will have a grant to do research
on Gretry for her master's thesis
in the composer's own town.
Liege.
"We came to Holland after
Siena (and a little detour to Flor
ence. Milan. Ravenna, Venice and
Rome) where we hope to do cham

"Holland is strikingly different
in every way from Italy, as you
can imagine. Interesting to see
and know a bit of all kinds of peo
ple and ways of life. Dutch is
quite hard to grasp as a language,
but fortunately most people here
speak English. We live In a sort
of subuib of the Hague, Scheveningen, on the North Sea (we live
10 minutes’ walk com the sea), a
summer resort during the warm
months, a quaintish village (even
women in folk-like costumes as
our neighbors) year 'round. We
live with a Dutch family—the
housing shortage is so severe in
Holland that the government re
quires people with a certain num
ber of rooms in their houses to
have a specified number of peo
ple. So these people must have
two more 'inhabitants.' We feel
it a happy choice for us, as they
like musicians and we have much
in common (yes, over all these
miles ).
"The orchestra schedule is quite
full rehearsal each morning, two
to four concerts weekly—some In
surrounding towns (partially on
Government subsidy, the orches
tra is asked to do these out-oftown concerts), always to full
houses. One woman we met said
sh. left the Hague for a few years
and when she returned was un
able to get her season’s subscrip
tion again—they are all taken up.
year after year. The season is
ten and one-half months, vaca
tions paid.
Benefits nre very
good here illness Insurance, pen
sions at 65 or so, etc. Not a large
salary, but more security than
U.S. orchestras certainly. Friend
ly atmosphere.
"We were in London for the holi
days visiting friends and seeing
for the first time that great ett"
Only an overnight's journey by
l>oat (sails from Hook of Holland
to Harwich, train to Liverpool
Station—just in case you have a

map)."

cently and will try to tell you
about its content If I can decipher
what he has written. Rand Is a
dear sou! but his handwriting Ls
almost beyond "de-coding." I un
going to beg him to get a type
writer as we like to know what
he is doing in music and want to
get it correct. As it is, it is a
sort of "guess and begorry" when
I try to make out his letters. He
will doubtless read this and I can
hear him laughing good and
hearty over it. Anyway this is
what Rand has to say (I guess):

• • •

You will remember that in a re
cent column I mentioned Peter
Knapp hearing music In a tavern
in SalAurg and the pianist proved
to be Ernst Maerzendorfer, donductor of the Mozarteum Orches
tra of Salzburg which is making
its first United States tour, to cele
brate the Mozart bi-centennial.
The New York Times tells us that
this group is opening its U. S.
tour in New York, the first date
having been March 9. Emmy
"Have been in Canada for
Loose, soprano of the Vienna
State Opera, is a soloist with the concerts and broadcasts over
C.B.C. Leave Wednesday for New
orchestra.
• • •
York and Philadelphia for re
From Mrs. Agnes Rappelye, a citals and an 'Elijah' and to make
former Rockland resident now liv arrangements tor a New York re
ing in Philadelphia comes a pro cital next year. My work at the
gram of "Bible Stories in Song” Conservatory goes along well, and
presented by Rand Smith at the I do a performance of the Stephen
Mayfair
United
Presbyterian Benet's 'History of Americans,’
Church (Tudor, Bleigh and Cris Set by the Boston composer, Leo
in Jordan
Hall on
pin Streets ) on Feb. 21. Mr. Snyder,
Smith sang sele<?Rons speaking of March 22. Am broadcasting "The
The Creation, The Prophets. The Crucifixion’ with my choir at
Prophecy, The Nativity, The Tes Easter time and will do 'Elijah'
tament of Love. The Proof of at my church on April 25."
Love, and Ascription. A note in
Since there there are so many
the church calendar had this to in this section who well remem
say in advance of the recital: ber Solveig Heistad Hennings, for
"Rand Smith, baritone, presents merly of Rockport, now of Fal
'Bible Stories In Song.’ u program mouth, I know what she has
of sacred music tliaht will make written me about her younger son,
a welcome addition to your Peter, will be of Interest. Solveig
church calendar.
Mr. Smith's writes:
extensive background in religious
"Peter returned Monday f*om
music and the undeniable spir his weekend In New York City.
itual quality of his singing make Perhaps you noticed ln the pa
a concert by him an event of per that he was one of the Gould
great significance. He has sung Award Winners.
They choose
the B Minor Mass with the Beth four each year from Greater
lehem Bach Choir, The Messiah Portland schools—two vocalists
with the Indianapolis Symphony, and two instrumentalists—who go
and the Brahms' Requiem with to New York City for a weekend
the Dallas Symphony. Mr. Smith of music, all expenses paid. They
teaches music at the N. E. Con left here Friday morning, arriving
servatory of Music and is now in New York about 3.30. While
serving as director of music at thc girls unpacked and 'freshened
the First United Presbyterian up,' Peter walked to Empire
Chureh of Newton, the Church State, Grand Central, and the
Doctor Murray is leaving to come Chrysler Building.
Being with
to our pulpit." Mrs. Rappeleye three girls and a female chap
commented that it seemed almost erone got him down. I guess, al
like someone from Rockland to though he is usually not averse to
have Mr. Smith there as he has feminine companionship.
They
spent so much time in our city. had supper at a Chinese restau
• • •
rant. then saw 'La Boheme.’ Sat
I had a letter from Rand re urday morning they took a bus

WOULD HAVE PORT CLYDE SECEDE
AND ADMINISTER OWN AFFAIRS

demanding
reasonable
fishing
technique—be is a challenge to
the sporting blood in mans veins.
Maine's inland fisheries first
considered the brown because he
was economical to produce. A
fast grower with a reputation of
good health in waters quite un
suitable for other salmonoids, and
well adapted to the warmer
waters of the State’s more thickly
populated areas.
To me and
many othres the brown was a
dream fish—an inspiration to bet
ter fishing techniques—a living
symbol of the fact that the good
things of life are worth striving
for.
He may he as predatory as a
pickerel but he's also as legendary
as the whale. He may be as
moody as a bull-head but he has
the slashing strike of striped
bass.
If the brown trout is eventually
deleted from Maine’s stocking
program I am one fisherman that
will have lost much of the charm
of fishing. If no one else in Maine
lays claim to those 200X00 brown
trout the Hatchery Division will
raise ln 1956 I hereby make a bid
for the largest half of them for
the Georges River, to be released
at suitable areas along its course
between Liberty and Warren—
and don’t say I havn’t been telling
yon all along—it's the best place
I know of to put ’em.

Dear Editor:
soon be drifting toward another
Kindly print the following at! idealogy. which, to say the least.
Is degrading.
your early convenience.
The results of the town meeting j Borrowing a large sum of
in Friendship are very gratifying j money from our state which al
to me aft it proves conclusively ready has socialistic tendencies
that there are .still consprvative when we can borrow directly
from banks or bonding houses on
people in our state.
our own collateral proves con
Friendship, like many of our
clusively that we have shortsight
coastal towns, waa
built up
ed
and
irresponsible
people
through thrift and some of the
among us.
hardest work knowTi to man. The
I could go into much more de
fact that there will be a $4.00 re
tail concerning this matter, but
duction in taxes proves that the
to sift it into a nutshell, I’ll say
voters in the town fttlU retain the
this: The logical thing for the citi
traditions of their forefathers.
zens of Port Clyde to do. is to
It’s far different in St. George have our town secede from Ten
however, as the results of our ants Harlxir and then wc can ad
town meeting shows that we will ministrate our
own
affairs—
get an increase of around $10 on a Through a little effort and initia
one thousand dollar valuation; tive on our part I believe we can
$117,000 for a new elementary’ reach our goal which will mean
school
which
means
around self reliance and self govern
$150,000 by the time the debt is ment.
paid. This school is to be built in
The Commissioner of taxation in
an isolated section. Nearly $A000 Massachusetts once stated, “High
as an increase in our school taxation is the ruination of munici
budget with no explanation which palities.’’ It will ruin this one un
still sort of blindfolds our taxpay less we retard our spark.
ers. Around $13,000 from the state
Sydney H. Davis
and town for common roads with
Port Clyde. March 19. 1966
only a few miles of unimproved,
shows clearly that we have too
Waldo Tyler
many high-minded p**ople in our
town, many of wh</m pay very
(Continued from Page Two)
A woman in her twenties is an
little if any tax money.
becoming scarce and only the example of perpetual motion—at
Wlille I believe in good schools, brook trout will fill the bill. But
thirty appears arrested motion.
I believe it was absolutely un there are some fishermen to
necessary to plunge ourselves in whom possession without effort is
debt for a six room school when not the answer.
four would have been sufficient.
RUBBER STAMPS
Here is where the brown trout
However not being content shines.
ANY SIZE
with acquiring the school nearly
A rugged fish destined to live
50 per cent of the voters wanted
On
Order at
where other species would die.—
an auditorium or gymnasium at a
Suspicious of connivance; quick to
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
cost of $55,000. something they had
detect deception; wary of sound
failed in several times before.
and motion near its habitat and
With no stabilized industries in
St. George with fishing at its low
est ebb in many years, Just where
will we get off, is a question that
confronts me. Nearly 50% of our
tax money comes from so-called
summer residents, who are not
represented at our town meetings.
I claim it’s morally wrong for the
town to spend huge sums of
money to satisfy the wishes of
those who seem to have no feeling
of responsibility.
Closing a $30000
two-room
school house which is modem in
nearly every detail and is only
around eight years old. and trans
porting small scholars five miles
to a so-called centralized school,
is without precedent in our town
W’ith no school in a picturesque
village and with one of two
churches already closed we may

ri ®

A CLINTON
Direct Drive Chainsaw
Complete with 16-inch
FOR ONLY

tour of Manhattan, lunched at the
Automat, then saw ‘Rigoletto.’
Mrs. Peltz, editor of publications
for the Metropolitan, took them in
hand, so they met—matter of fact,
had tea with Roberta Peters,
Leonard Warren, Richard Tucker
and other stars. That evening,
they ate at the old German
Tavern. Steuben’s, and then went
to an iNBC television program and
toured NBC. This was followed
by a roast duck dinner at 11 p. m.
at Leones, with the celebrities
Sunday morning they all went to
the United Nations Building and in
tho aftem.oon attended a New
York Philharmonic concert a
Carnegie Hall where again they
met principals and were in on
discussions. They had dinner
after a tour of Central Park nnd
left for home at 7.30, arriving here
at 3 a. m."
What a wonderful opportunity
for a youngster----- one never to
be

SUPER •• HOLIOAV COUPE

THI
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SICRBT OP THI SMOOTHMES!
IN THE SECOND COUPLING!

Jetaway features TWO fluid
couplings to give you twice

the smoothness! Toe second

coupling tills and spills with
jet-like speed to ease you into

every driving rangr so quietly,
so smoothly

And how you get away! With the

welcome ease of the newest in modern

flashing "go” that Flydra-Matiemade

power featuresf. And, when it cornea

so famous, plus a new liquid smooth

to looks. (lldsniobile’s Starlire styling

ness that's Jetaway's alone. Just try

is in a class by itself with its original

Jetaway*. Pour on the power! You’ll

side treatment and trend-setting

see the dramatic difference, when

"Intagrille Bumper." This Olds ean

Oldsmohile’s revolutionary transmis

be yours at a price that's amazingly

sion pairs with the Rocket T-350

low. Stop in today and see.’

Engine ... 9.23-to-l compression hig.’

★Standard on Seriet Ninety-Eight; optionol ol o<frn

Here's super action with power to

is

spare. What's more, in this Olds you

almost imperceptible. Just try

wing along in tbe solid assurance of

Oldsmohile’s Jetaway . . . it's

its sure-footed Safety-Ride Chassis

the greatest advance in auto

... in the smart luxury of its fashion

matic transmissions in 17 rears!

ably tailored interior . . . with the

the

change

cod or. all other terioe.
tOptional ol ottra coat, Safety Power Steering itonjard on Seriei Ninety-Eight.

See our Gala Show

I
VISIT THE "ROCKET ROOM"... AT YOUR OLDSMOBILE DEALEB'S!

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

ST TEU
889
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

WHITT LER
FOB Clinton, Ml<h.

The Lowest Cost Chainsaw
Ever Offered to You!
NO OTHER CHAINSAW
OFFERS YOU THESE
BIG FEATURES

really forgotten.

• • *
Speaking of Richard Tucker
brings to mind a clipping I cut
from the New York Times about
his experience in making New
York to sing In "R'goletto which
Peter Hennings heard in New
York. It seems that Eugene Con
ley who was to sing the tenor
lead in the opera became ill. Ru
dolf Bing wanted Mr. Tucker to
replace him hut Mr. Tucker was
in Bloomington. Ill. for a concert,
The Texas Company, sponsor of
the Saturday matinee broadcast,
arranged for a private airplane
to pick up the tenor at Spring
field after his concert. Mr. Tuck
er went to the airfield, but the
weather had closed in. Thc air
field at Indianapolis was open
however. and Mr. Tucker wa
driven there. It took six hours. A
horrible drive through rain and
flood. Mr. Tucker took off from
Indianapolis and arrived at Teter
boro Airport in New Jersey about
11.30
Saturday morning.
The
limousine provided by Toe Texas
Company had been waiting all
night. It whisked him to a bar
ber shop on West 40th street. At '
about 1 p. m. the singer entered
the Metropolitan. He had no
time for lunch before getting into
his costume, and was on stage at
2 p. m. when the curtain went up.
Mr. Bing told the story to the ra
dio audience prior to the broad
cast of the opera. Mr. Tucker
was in superb voice and received
an ovation from the audience. If
he was sleapy, he did not show it.
Not bad after being sleepless for
more than 24 hours'.

• Quick sliding every lime m a»y wealhet

•

I

• Teidhc culling speed t»ndtr Ml opeiating
conditions

•

Sharp chippei type c*a»e

• High output magneto lot positive igart»oa

•

Smooth, cool running ang>n« power

• Cuts close to Ihe giound

•

Bitter saw balance and opeiatmg «

*>th special hard surface hp
• Ardt Hooding float type carburetor

• Bronte and needle bearing*

• Full control ol power, both on and oH

n

low cost engme trade m plan

FIVE OTHER MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

FREE TRYOUT

j

Send thi* coupon for

|
|

Float* tend mo free information on Clinton Chain tows and tho nami of
Clinton Service Deoler whom I con get a Free Chainsaw Tryout.

dw

neamet

My favorite
Some OBcellent dealer terriforiei t»« avolahle.

CLINTON MACHINE COMPANY
CHAINSAW DIVISION, CLINTON, MICHIOAN
O~r 1.M0.000 Cltoto.

ComAm

fng-M

to Ito « Rww,

CLINTON PRODUCTS
Are Distributed by

PHILIP R. YERXA
753 Broadway

SPruce 4-1461
So. Portland, Me.
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Blethen's Alphabet....

THOMASTON

Held Quarterly

Neva and Social Itenu, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
ICRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 186-8

Mrs. Carl Gray, Miss Margaret
Simmons and Miss Harriette Le
men spent the past -week in New
tonville. Mass. Miss Simmons at
tended the flower show in Boston
and returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Gray and Miss Lemen will
remain in Newtonville for a
longer visit.
Mrs. Helen Bouchard and Al
Lagassey of Millinocket were
weekend guests of her sister and
brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs.
George Newbert.
Mrs. Carl Swanholm has re
turned from a visit with her
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Einar Anderson, in New
Bedford. Mass, and her nephew
and niece, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Anderson in Groton. Conn. She
also visited in Boston.
Aaron Clark exhibited his col
lection of antique guns to Boy
Scout Troop 215 last Wednesday
evening.
The trustees of the Baptist
Church will meet Thursday eveing at 8 o'clock at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Otto Rodamer
will hold open house at their home
“Ottolee" in Friendship Saturday
from 2 to 6 p. m. and in the eve
ning from 7 o'clock in observance
of their 25th wedding anniversary
Al! members of Grace Chapter.
OES. and friends are invited to
attend.
Russell Young of Groton. Mass.,
is spending a few days with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
Young on Beechwood Street.
Miss Donna Rogers spent the
weekend as guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Bond in Jefferson.
Mrs. Kenneth Keyes has been
chosen by the Democratic Com
mittee as their candidate for town
clerk, instead of Robert Hall who
is a resident of Rockland at the
present time.
Mrs. Maynard Spear was hostess
to the contract club Friday after
noon. Prizes were won by Mrs.
Harold Dana and Mrs. William
Flint.
Members of St. John’s Episcopal
Church will hold a Lenten Parish
Conference Tuesday evening at
the home of Mr and Mrs. Free
man Garniss on Studley Lane. A
picnic supper will be served at
6.30
The Friendly Circle will meet
Wednesday evening at 7.30 at the
home of Miss Harriet Williams.

PUBLIC PARTY

Mrs. Laurence Shesler and Mrs.
Roy Bell will serve as co-ho»tesses.
Grace Chapter. OES. will hold
a rehearsal for officers tonight at
7 o’clock at the Masonic temple
to prepare for installation.
Twenty students of the 6-7-Sth
grades will participate in the
annual spelling contest to deter
mine the town winner Wedesday
afternoon at 1 o’clock at the High
School auditorium. The public is
invited to attend.
Cub Scout Pack 215 will hold its’
March pack meeting Friday eve
ning at 7 o'clock at the Federated
Church. The subject will be “Bot
tom Of The Sea.”
Patricia Entertains Guests

Miss Patricia Ann Upham cele
brated her 14th birthday Saturday
afternoon by entertaining friends
at the home of her parents. Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Upham.
Games and dancing were enjoyed.
Decorations were in keeping with
St. Patrick’s Day. Patricia re
ceived many nice gifts. Refresh
ments were served, including a
special birthday cake made by
Mrs. Upham. Invited guests were:
Rose Ann Small of Rockland.
Jane Gillis, Roxanna Tabbutt,
Bonnie Chase.
Joan Grafton.
Elonia Grafton. Virgilyn Burns,
Mary Cullen. Nancy Davis, Linda
Brooks. Paulotte McLain, Betsey
Abrahamsen. Sharon Quinn. Linda
Cotrell and Paulette Upham all of
Thomaston.
Following is a list of Red Cross
fund drive workers in Thomaston.
Section A. Captain Mrs. John
Upham, solicitors, Mrs. Robert
Pendleton, and Mrs. Harold Rob
inson. Mrs. Ken Keyes. Mrs. Lloyd
Beckett. Mrs. Victor Korpinen.
Section B. Captain Mrs. Richard
Feyfler, solicitors. Mis. Walter
Abbott. Mrs. Clayton Staples. Mrs.
Roland Hahn. Mrs. J. Warren
Everett. Mrs. Zenas Melvin. Mrs.
Eva Williamson. Mrs. Bowdoin
Grafton. Mrs. Henry Hastings.
Section C. Captain Mrs. Percy
Clarke.
Solicitors, Mrs. E. R.
Moss. Mrs. Lloyd Mahoney, Miss
Pauline McLain. Mrs. Madeline

Hanley. Mrs. Arthur Anderson

Miss Virgilyn Burns and Miss
Sylvia
Whitehill
Mrs.
Virgil
Burns. Section D Captain Mis.
Adriel Fales.
Solicitors, Mrs.
Mildred Richards. Mrs. Leroy
Whitten. Mrs. Stanley Smith, Mrs.
Arthur
Harjula,
Mrs.
Cecil
Polkey. F. L. S. Morse. Mrs.
Robert Blake. Mrs. William Dag
gett.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Every

UNION

Wednesday Night

MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOI
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

7.30 P. M.
Knox County
Fish and Game Assn.
4-t-tf

Public Party
SPECIAL GAMES

Every Tuesday Night
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37

Mrs. Hope Leach has employ
ment at the Sylvania plant in
Waldoboro.
Second shots for polio with Salk
Vaccine are to be given Wednes
day. 9..'10 a. m. at the school
clinic.
Et/2 Gerald L Clark is vinit
ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. B
B. Clark. Having been away at
the Naval Ail Station. Pearl Har
bor for two years. He will leave
April 1 to report at the Naval
Station. Long Beach Calif., to be
assigned to a mine sweeper.

Thomaston Nat'l Bank Bulletin,
1-T-tf

Conference

For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 770. City

E

FOR EXAMINATION
Examinations are necessary to know just how we are,
They poke, feel, listen and look to see if you are not up
to par.

Prescott Estate
(Continued From Page One)

lowing a heart attack a short time
ago while supervising wood ®awing at his farm.
Governor Muskie and other
state dignitaries attended the de
dication of the school at which
time Mr. Prescott was lauded for
his contributions to education in
the town.
A page in the town report was
dedicated to tht' Prescotts. The
dedication was as follow’s:
“In Memoriam”

“This page gratefully dedicated
to the memory of the late William
M. and Lottie E. Prescott, whose
generous gifts made possible the
•rection of the new Prescott Mem
orial School.’’
The townspeople granted $100.
to the Knox County Industrial and
Development
Association
and
named Archie Lenfest and Wil
liam Sperl as town delegates
A gift of $195 was voted Knox
County General Hospital to help
the institution overcome its def
icit.
School Budget
The budget for operation of
schools in the town and high
school tuition amounted to $16,300
nearly $2.COO over 1955.
Appropriations

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Harmon
and Mr. and Mrs. Kendric Libby
returned home Saturday after
spending several weeks in Florida.
The Good Cheer Class meeting
W’ill be held at the Congregational
Parish House on Wednesday at 8
p. m. The hostesses will be Mrs.
William Brown. Mrs. Daisy Ben
nett, Mrs. David Brown, Mrs.
George Boynton and Mrs. John
Ball.
The Past Noble Grands Associa
tion of Knox-Lincoln County will
meet at Warren IOOF Hall on
Wednesday. Supper will be served
at 6.30 p. m. Visitors are asked
to bring desserts.
The meeting of thc Camden
Community Hospital
Auxiliary
w'hich was cancelled on March 8
due to the storm will be held on
Thursday. March 22. in the Con
gregational Parish House from 10
a. m. to 3.30 p. m. Luncheon re
servations should be made through
Mrs. Leo Strong before Wednes
day morning.
There will be a Bible and Mis
sionary Conference at the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church on
Wednesday beginning at 1.30 in
afternoon and 7.15 in the evening.
Supper will be served by members
of the Chadavae Club. There will
be a national speaker, a mission
ary and convention stafff.
The Ladies Circle of the Con
gregational Church will meet at
thc Parish House on Wednesday
at 10 a. ra.

Other appropriations included:
Roads and Bridges. $500.. plus ex
cise tax collections in the town:
Snow Removal. $1,500; Volunteer
Fire Department $500.
Also, town charges in general
$3,000: State Aid Roads. $1,066.:
Relief of Dependents. $4,500: Hot
lunch program in the school $500.
Under Article 11. w’hich was en
tered upon the petition of Waldo
Christianson and 25 others, the WALD030R0
Mrs. Aimin Hiiuck entertained
road from Raxorville to the resi
dence of Lawrrence Christianson thc Mending Club last week at her
will be reopened. The sum of $?50 home on Friendship Street.
Mrs. Ida C. Stahl will be host
was voted to repair.
Other items approved included: ess to the Bridge Club Thursday
Street Lighting at $400; Special evening at “Stahl’s Tavern”.
Ri'solve Roads,
$300.:
Public
Some people are not satisfied to
Nursing.
$75.:
School Health
Clinic*, $100.:
Tax Discounts, tell all they know—-they just keep
on talking.
$200.

Watch For—

Tuesdays - 9.30 p. m.
Presented By Your

Admiral
DEALERS

Books Recently

Added To the
Thomaston Library
These juvenile books have been
added to the Thomaston Public
Library:
CSioo, Choo. Virginia Burton;
Millions of Cats. Wanda Gag;
Juanita, Leo Politi; The Three
Bears,
Feodor
Rojankovsky;
Amos and The Moon. J. B. Balet;
Little Wooden Farmer,
Alice
Dalgliesh; What Every Young
Rabbit Should Know, Carol Deni
son; Angus And the Ducks, Mar
jorie Flack; The Story About
Ping, Marjorie Flack; Yopsy.
Marjorie
Flack;
The
Little
Farm. Lois Lenski; The Size Of
It, Ethel S. Berkley;
Betsy's Little Star, Carolyn
Hayward;
Chimney
Corner
Stories, Veronica S. Hutchinson;
Marshmallow, Clair Newberry;
The Tale Of Peter Rabbit, Bea
trice Potter; The Tale of Jemima
Puddleduck,
Beatrice
Potter;
Hank And the Kitten, Ruth Dud
ley; Little Wild Horse, Hetty
Beaty; The Animals Of Farmer
Jones, Leah Gale; April’s Kit
tens. Clare
Newberry;
Hello
Judy, Charlotte Becker.

Museum Activities
Tuesday
3.30 p. m. Girl Scouts
7.30 p. m. Adult Art Class
Wednesday
3 30 p. m. Girl Scouts — Troop
10
7.30 p. m. Civil Air Patrol
7 p. m. 4-H Horsemanship Club
Thursday
3 30 p. m. Brownie Scouts —
Troop 14
7.30 p. m. Coast Guard Auxiliary
Friday
2.30 p. m. Methebesec Club
The man who kicks about the
I high cost of living doesn’t worry
a bit about the cost of his vices.

Friendship
HELEN FALES

Correspondent
Tel. Temple 2-9954
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramhall
and Leslie D. Burns were in BoothWhen making out yoor will re bay Harbor on Thursday.
member your church and your
Hartwell L. Davis was in Augus
hospital.
ta on Thursday.
Ray Simmons is ill.
MRS. DEIJA S. ROBINSON

Mrs. Delia S. Robinson, 88. wife
of Robert Robinson of South
Thomaston, died Saturday at
Rockland. She was born Sept. 19.
1869. at South Thomaston, the
daughter of W'illiam and Julia
Sartell Butler.
She was a member of ForgetMe-Not Chapter. OES. of South
Thomaston, the Community Serv
ice Club and the
Methodist
Church.
Surviving besides her husband,
are a sister. Mrs. Jennie Bowers
of Winthrop. Mass.; three nieces,
Mrs. Gladys Basinger of Winthrop
Mass.. Mrs. Victoria Clement of
South Thomaston and Mrs. Lucy
Luscomb of Medford, Mass.; two
nephews. Harold Coombs of Rock
land and Leroy Wiggin of South
Thomaston.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Russell Funeral Home. Rock
land, Rev. Merle S. Conant of the
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
officiating. Burial will be in the
Village Cemetery, South Thomas
ton.
MRS. EUGENE RICHARDS
Mrs. Lucretia A. Richards. 90.
widow’ of Eugene E. Richards,
died Saturday at her Belmont ave
nue home in Camden. She was
born at Rockport. June 3, 1865, the
daughter of Ambrose and Roxie
Gallei Upham. She had been a
resident of Camden for the past
85 years.
Surviving are a son. Burnside
Richards of Camden; four daugh
ters, Mrs. Nellie Melvin. Mrs.
Florence Davis, Mrs. Ethel King
and Mrs. Madeline Richards, all
of Camden, 15 grandchildren and
21 great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home, Camden with Rev. Melvin
Dorr. Jr., officiating. Interment
will be at Mountain View Ceme
tery, Camden.

Church Notice
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Harpell of
Halifax. Nova Scotia, will be at
the Methodist Church Thursday,
Friday. Saturday and Sunday
March 22-25 weekdays at 7.30 p. m.
Sunday at 11.00 a. m. and 7.00 p. (|
m. Come and bring your friends
to hear the Gospel in Word and
Song.

Will Hold Open House
Mr. and Mrs. A. Otto Rodamer
will have Open House on March
24. when they will celebrate their
25th wedding anniversary, from
2-6 p. m. and from 7 p. m. until
10 p. m. Mrs. Rodamer is Worthy
Matron of Grace Chapter, O.E.S.
no. 93 Thomaston, while Mr. Roda
mer is her Worthy Patron. He is
also Past Master of Meduncook
Lodge no. 211, Friendship. He
belongs to Royal Arch Mason,
Medomak Chapter no. 69. Waldo
boro. and King Hiriam Council no.
6 of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs.
Rodamer also belong to W.A.F.D.,
F.F.D., Aid Methodist Church,
Pythian Sisters. Knights of Pyth
ias. and V.F.W. all of Friendship.
They are members of American
Legion and Auxiliary of Waldo
boro. and Acorn Grange of Cush
ing.
Their daughter. Leola Farrell of
Hallowell, will be in charge of the
guest book, while Mrs. K. E.
Thompson of Bradford’s Point,
Friendship and Mrs. F. G. Roda
mer of Deep River. Conn., will

► have charge of the refreshments.

a long illness. She was 82 years
of age and the daughter of Wil
liam and Margaret Roberts Kitt
redge. She was born in Vinal
haven.
Mrs. Grindle was the
widow of Charles Grindle. She is*
survived by one soft, Bruce
Grindle. a sister. Pearle Fifield,
and a nephew, Clinton Smith. Fu
neral services were held Tuesday
afternoon from the residence and
entombment in the spring. Burial
will be at John Carver Cemetery.
Bearers were Grant Duel, Curtis
MBS. ELIZA CARLETON
Webster, Edward White, Leon
Mrs. Eliza Carleton, 83, widow Arey, Everett Libby and Carl Wil
of Edward D. Carleton formerly liams.
of Thomaston, died Saturday at
her home in Newark. N. J. She
Today one-half of the world
was born Jan. 18, 1873. in Thom wonders why the other half lives.
aston, the daughter of Atwood and
Henrietta Cushing Levenseler.
Surviving is a daughter, Miss
Sara H. Carleton of Newark, N.J.
Weekdays: 1 Show at 7.15 p.m.
Funeral services will be held
LAST TIME TONIGHT!
from the Davis Funeray Home in
Thomaston, time and day to be
WARN IR BROS
announced. Interment will be in
the Village Cemetery, Thomaston.

Camden Theatre
THE'

COUKT-MARUM

MRS. MERTIE ELI.A BROWN
Mrs. Mertie Ella Brown, 73
Vinalhaven died Monday at Rock
land She was born Nov. 22, 1882,
daughter of William and Jane
Brown Dyer. Mrs. Brown was
the widow of Hanson Brown.
She Is survived by two daugh
ters, Mrs. Edna Stockbridge of
Brighton. Mass., and Mrs. May
Davis
of
Vinalhaven
several
grandchildren and great grand
children.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the
Headley Funeral Home. Entomb
ment until spring. Interment in
Ocean View Cemetery in the
spring.

df Billy•TAAfllNd
Mitcheli
CINemaScoPE • WarnerColor
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Wednesday-Thursday-Friday
The Magnificent Stars of
The “Magnificent Obsession”
Jane Wyman - Rock Hudson

"All That

Heaven Allows"
This Is An Adult Story of
Two People Afraid of
Their Own Passions . . .
Yet Powerless To Resist

ENDS TUESDAY: John Payne in "SLIGHTLY SCARLET"

Sportsmen's
- SAow -

Channel Two

Mrs. Elsie Barnard. Robert Hop
kins,
Robert
Mayhew,
David
Wooster;
Ex Officio Members,
Pastor. Lay Loader, Treasurer of
Benevolences.
Finance:
Elective Members:
Mrs. Chester Buck. Mrs. Inez
Crosby. Orrington Cross, Henry
Pendleton, Miss Doris Sylvester,
Mrs. David Wooster; Ex Officio
Members, Pastor, Lay Leader,
Financial Secretary, Treasurer of
Current Expense. Chairman of
Commission on Missions.
Committees:
Nominations:
Pastor, Robert
Hopkins, Mrs. Chester Buck, Lewis
Pendleton. Mrs. David Wooster.
Pastoral Relations: Miss CorOrrington Cross .Robert Hopkins,
delia Bernard. Mrs. Inez Crosby,
Miss Doris Sylvester.
Records and History: Orrington
Cross. Mrs. Marion Heald, Henry
Pendleton.
Parsonage: Mrs. Chester Buck,
Mrs. Inez Crosby,
Mrs. Ernest
Maxey, Mrs. David Wooster.

MARIA M. GRINDLE
Maria Montelieu Grindle died al
her home Saturday morning after

MAINE'S GREATEST

"ANSWER THE ADMIRAL"

The Fourth Quarterly Confer
ence of the Camden Methodist
Church was held on Sunday,
March 11. with thc Rev. Alfred G.
Hempstead of Augusta. District
Superintendent, presiding. Officers,
commissions and committee of the
church for the conference year,
1956-1957 were elected.
Trustees — For one year: Mrs.
Inez S. Crosby, Orrington Cross,
Henry T. Pendleton; for two
years: Edmund Barnard. Averill
L. Engstrom. Allen F. Payson; for
three years: Lew’is G. Pendleton,
Mrs. Annie Thomas, Mrs. Arthur
H. Walker.
Elective Stewards: Mis. Grace
Anderson, Miss Cordelia Barnard,
Chester H. Buck, Mrs. Chester H.
Buck. Mrs. Clifford W. Carroll,
Charles R. Chapin. Mrs. Averill
L. Engstrom, Amos B. Erskine,
Mrs. Amos B. Erskine, Miss Annie
Erskine, Mrs. Marion Heald. Wil
helm C. Hempel, Robert B. Hop
kins, Mrs. Robert B. Hopkins. Miss
Arlene R. Magee.
Forest C.
Magee,
Mrs. Forest C. Magee,
Mrs. Ernest W. Maxey, Robert W.
Mayhew, Miss Mae Belle Pendle
ton, Mrs. Viola Rayner, Miss Thel
ma I. Small. Miss Doris Sylvester,
Thomas B. Wade. Mrs. Thomas B.
Wade, Miss Betty Wasgatt. Mrs.
Keith Wasgatt. Mrs. Sylvia Wil
cox. Mrs. Alice Winslow', David B.
Wooster.
Ex-Officio Stewards: Mrs. Inez
S. Crosby,, Reserve Lay Member
of Annual Conference; Edmund
Barnard. Lay Leader; Lewis C.
Pendleton. Church School Superin
tendent and Treasurer of Current
Expense; Mrs. Arthur H. Walker,
Treasurer of Benevolences; Mrs.
David B. Wooster, President of
Women’s Society of Christian Ser
vice.
Other Officers:
Miss Annie
Erskine, Communion
Steward;
Miss Doris Sylvester, Recording
Steward; Mrs. Arthur H. Walker,
Financial Secretary.
Honorary Stewards: Mrs. Elsie
Barnard, Mrs. Lizzie Burgess. Or
rington E. Cross. Mrs. Arrington
N. Cross. Mrs. Rose K. Norwood,
Mrs. Celia Reed,
Mrs. Evelyn
Taylor.
Commissions:
Membership and Evangelism:
Elective members, Chester Buck,
Allen Payson, Miss Cordelia Bar
nard, Miss Doris Sylvester, Miss
Annie
Erskine,
Miss Thelma
Small.
Ex Officio Members.
Pastor, Lay Leader, Secretary of
Spiritual Life or WSCS, Chairman
of Commission on Missions, Church
School Superintendent.
Education: Elective Members,
Mrs. Inez S. Crosby, Mrs. Averill
Engstrom. Mrs. Forest Magee,
Miss Doris Sylvester; Ex Officio
Members, Pastor, Lay Leader,
Church
School
Superintendent,
Superintendent of Children’s Divi
sion, Church School Secretary.
Missions:
Elective Members,

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

MARCH 21 thru 24

MATINEE AT 2.00------- EVENING 6.30 and 8.30

I "PICTURE OFATHE MONTH”

New Bangor Auditorium
SHOWS DAILY 7.30 P. M. SATURDAY 2.30-7.30 P. M.

Admiral Appliances - Admiral T.V.
ADMISSION, Tax Ind. SI.25 - Children 50c

Bifte Can & Haute Suj>p2y
509-513 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

4

OUTSTANDING ACTS
FROM NEW YORK

I

EXHIBITS-WILDLIFE

THRILLING WATER ACTS
See Klir Beck's Famous
*25,’50,’WO £*1200
O» "Zfovi "Jfnntc
or other pion*

MONEY IN 1 DAY
Choose your own w»y to re
pay . . Take up to 24 month*,

"lib imuranM j' »o riPhonai cssl tbrwfh ’*»•
lohn Hancock Mutual Lilt Insurance Company

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND
Phone;1720

STATE OF MAINE EXHIBIT
Log Rolling and Canoe Tilting
In Water Tank

Sponsored by
PENOBSCOT COUNTY CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION, INC.

SUNDAY: Clifton Webb "THE MAN WHO NEVER WAS"
COMING SOON: Rodgers and Hammerstein's "CAROUSEL"

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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orde belie this statement as the these so-called outside activities
following quotes from school com receives from the fees collected.
mittee action will show:
Aside from the inference that the |
Dec. 10. 1923: “Voted to let the school committee would collect ,
High School Gymnasium ... at said fees under false pretenses,
not less than $5.00 per night, pro we wish to state that as of this I
vided that this shall not interfere date no fee has been charged un
der the rental policy. As to our
with the other school activities.”
Dec. 17, 1928: “The matter of individual and collective integrity,
allowing the local boys to play however, we do not believe it
basketball at the High School necessary for us to offer any '
Gymnasium was discussed. Voted apologies.

THOMASTON SCHOOL

; Meddiebempsters To Sing Here

COMMITTEE ANSWERS CRITICS
—CONTROVERSY ENDS
In rceent weeks the Thomaston
School Committee has been mer
cilessly berated in print ar.d oth
erwise for its position in regards

Discover the Comforts of

LOW COST
LUXURY

B

to the use of school property. We
do not know what ulterior motives
these attacks are designed to
serve. However, feeling that our
patience may have been inter
preted as an admission of guilt,
we believe that the time has come
to present facts which have been that if proper arrangements could
be made . . . the boys may have
heretofore largely ignored.
the gym one night a week at $5.00
An initial report cast the school
a night.”
committee in the role of a collec
Dec. 15. 1931: “The matter of
tive ogre mean enough to deny
the “senior class” the use of the renting the high school gymna
auditorium to rehearse its “Home sium to local boys and teams . . .
town Jubilee.” The real story was discussed. Voted to rent the
reads as follows. The jubilee was gymnasium at a price of $5.00 per
not a senior class project—it was night when it w-as not in use by
sponsored by a parents’ club. The the high school, provided there
senior class did not request the shall be no smoking in the build
use of school facilities—neither did ing and that a man shall be hired
the parents’ club until the day re by the teams vzho is acceptable
hearsals were to begin.
The to the school committee, to have
school committee did not know charge of the building, provided
about the jubilee until an out-of- further that the school committee
town commercial artist had been and the town shall not be respon
employed as a director and had sible for any accidents incurred
already started rehearsals.
In within the building. The school
other words, the school committee comm-itete reserves the right to
had not been extended the cour terminate this agreement at any
tesy of an advance request to use time.”

school property, which would have
made it possible to discuss super
visory and custodial arrange
ments. Under the circumstances,
1 a recently developed policy was
invoked which would have assured
proper supervision of the partici
pants. and also proper care of thc
I.
' premises. The fee involved was
BOCKLAND TRAVEL BVBKAU
Etockland, Me.
Telephone 563-R to pay the cost of extra services
of school personnel to take care
SOUTHBOUND
for the building.
BUSES LEAVE:
Thus, no one was denied the use
10.20 A. M.
5.20 P. M.
boston
54.95
of the school building. Rather, it
NEW YORK
9.45
was a matter of no one being will
MIAMI
33.95
ing t.o accept the responsibilities
NORTHBOUND
stipulated in a policy designed to
BUSES LEAVE:
adequate group supervision and
6.34 P. M.
6.30 A. 31.
care of the premises.
BELFAST
.70
BANGOlt
1.75
Shortly there followed a series
ST. STEPHEN. N. b.
5.25
of news releases, one being a
Plus Tax.
letter to the townspeople in which
Extra Savings on Rd. Trips
the writer alleged that outside
groups had used the building with
out charge since 1925. School rec-

SIDNEY

SEGAL

ragv

March 9 1933: “Votd that when
ever the high school building was
used for functions outside of
school
program
arrangements
must be made with the janitor
who is the custodian of the build
ing.”
Jan. 26. 1946: “It was the opin
ion of the members that the school
gymnasium could be used for bas
ketball by townspeople provided
proper arrangements be made for
janitor service and care of the
building.”
Feib. 17. 1950: “Voted to allow
the use of the high school gymna
sium for town team games under
the following conditions:
1 That some person be respon
sible for the building while being
so used.
That the janitor be paid for
any extra w’ork necessary.

It's Going To

Cost More To
Meet the Judge
An irksome duty, performed
almost ritually at Rockland Muni
cipal Court each morning that
hearings are held, was eliminated
by Judge Alfred Strout Friday
when his patience ran out.
He announced during the court
session that, starting that morning
he would charge an even amount
of money for court costs. It has
been the practice of the court in
the past to charge a minimum of
$3.70 for county and arresting offi
cers’ fees making it necessary
most times for the judge or the
Court Recorder Charles Dwinal to
produce the change for a $5 bill.
The respondent, paying his fine
to the court recorder, would hand
him the five dollar bill and both
Recorder Dwinal and Judge Strout
would begin the search for the
necessary change even to the
point of sending out to the sher
iff’s office or the clerk of court’s
office in the building.
Court costs assessed now will be
a minimum of $4 putting an extra
30 cents into the county’s coffers
and a relieved air about court
proceeding.

Said open letter also drew* a
parallel between the Band Parents |
Club and the Senior Parents Club, i
stating that one is no more of a '
direct school activity than the j
other. In reply, we, as a commit- i
mittee, see a definite distinction,
namely, that the band Is an ap
proved school function, and that
the Senior Class Trip is not recog
nized as a school function to any
degree whatever.
With regard to the inference
that the school has been inconsid
erate about allowing young peo
ple the use of the gymnasium, the I
following series of events may
prove enlightening. Last year, a
parent requested the use of the
gymnasium Sunday afternoons for
a group of youngsters to play bas
ketball. The request was grant
ed—without charge.

It developed that the premises
were not being left clean and tidy,
sometimes involving considerable
extra work on the part of the jani
tor. The adult in charge was ad- j
vised that unless the group left
the building in a satisfactory con- j
dition in the future, they w’ould !
not be able to use it. For a time I
there was some ieprovement, but |
it did not hold up. The committee |
voted to permit, the group to finish f
the season because it was nearly
ended. This year a similar re
quest was made by the same
group. The committee approved
on a “clean it up yourself” basis.
About the second time it was lifted,
mud was tracked into the building
and left for the janitor to clean
up. The school committee was
faced with a choice of denying
said group the use of the property,
or providing custodian service
without cost to the town. It was
decided to draft a policy which
would arrange for adequate care
of the building at a nominal fee.
This made it possible for the use
of the premises to remain open
to said group, or other interested
persons. Thus, there developed a
composite policy based on princi
ples established by committee ac
tion taken during previous years.

jvtwn

£ WE
<
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The Roekland Senior Washing

High School Auditorium on March
22 ait 8 p. m.

for the benefit of the boys in the
service. They have been asked to
The
Meddiebempsters were make a return appearance. Each
coming ol the Bowdoin Meddieestablished in 1937. Sine*' then one of these bovs is chosen for
bempsters. Those talented vocal they have made many personal his ability to blend his voice with
ists will sing at the Rockland appearance tours through Europe, the resit of the group.
ton Club proudly announces the

to start April 1 by representatives
of the Cole-Layer—Trumble Com
pany’ of Akron, Ohio.
The revaluation has no effect on
home owners, it was stressed. It
will be confined to Rockland mer
chants. manufacturing plants and
professional offices. The evalua
tion experts w’ill determine both
inventory and fixtures.
The complaint last year arose
from the condition where similar
commercial establishments with
similar inventories and capital
investments w’ere paying taxes
that showed huge differences.
City Manager Lloyd K. Allen
said Thursday that the evaluation
should be completed about the
middle of May.
Two copies of
each establishment's survey will
be issued by the company, one for
company’ records and the other
for the owner of the commercial
establishment. The company
also keeps a record of their work.
For purposes of receiving the
declarations, the assessor’s office
will be opened April 1. 2 and 3
from 8.30 a. m. to 12 noon and
from 2 p. m. to 4.30 p. m.

is still using the gymnasium with given to the absence of any con controversy. Consequently no fur
out cost, proper arrangements flict with school needs.
ther communications on this mat
2.
having been made with the school
5. That consideration should be ter w’ill appear in The Couriercommittee for the care and su given to the fees necessary to Gazette.
3.
beWio smoking in
pervision of the prmeises.
John M. Richardson,
cover costs.
the building.”
Editor-Publisher.
Some discussion has centered
6.
That
there
should
be
mutual
Dec. 27, 1950: “Voted not to
around the status of insurance understanding of the liabilities in
make a decision on the use of the
when .activities other Aian school volved. and
"Color For You"
gymnasium for basketball games
functions are held in school build
7. That requests should be sub
by the town team on Sunday (be
Ncxt time you need a plumbing contractor
ings. Tho rental agreement states mitted in advance to enable 5ubject of
—call us. Since we belong to the National
cause) . . . the need of a janitor
that "all personal liability risks proper consideration by the School
Association of Plumbing Contractors, you
to clean up after games . . . meant
know you’re dealing with a qualified con
Leader Classes
shall be assumed by the sponsor Committee.
five
or
six
hours
of
work.
”
tractor. And our work is guaranteed.
ing person or group." This has
Mrs. Charlotte Smith. Exten
The Thomaston School Commit
The same open letter posed the
been checked with our insurance
tee accords and citizen or group sion specialist of the University
following questionable allegation,
M. PEARSON JEWETT
agent and the correctness of this
people who say they believe in
7 TALBOT AVE.
TEL. 1618
of citizens the right to disagree. of Maine spoke at the first of
“It is also fitting to ask at this
statement verified. We have been
BOCKLAND, MAINE
reincarnation probably would ob
However, in re.spocting said privi
point just how much extra pay
Let is be clearly understood
Member National Association of Plumbing Contractors
criticized for incorporating this
the spring agent meetings called ject to being called has-beena.
the teacher and janitor on duty at however that this “Sunday’’ group
lege of a town’s citizens, we be
item in a policy to be signed by
' Color for You.” at the Wednes
lieve that a school committee
authorized users of the premises.
day meeting of the Owls Head
must be ever a’ert to distinguish
tou} -tU Famine,
We contend though, that said
group. There were 40 members
between the loud proclamations
persons should be fully aware of
and guest present.
to HiAtm goitov
of a militant minority and the
this ri. k in advance and not after
On Thursday. March 14. Mrs.
genuine concern of objectively
something has happened.
Smith conducted the second tail
thinking people. In trying to de
It should also be pointed out termine the line of demarcation oring tra bling class at the Farns
that the pupil accident health in between said groups, we believe worth Museum in Rockiand. Sev
surance *aken out by so many par that in formulating policies we. as eral of the clothing leaders who
ents for their children, is not in a school committee, are obligated attended the meeting now have
tailoring classes organized in
effect when thes-e same youngsters as follows:
their communities. Spring coats,
are participating in activities un
1. To recognize that schools I
der the direction of non-school are the property of all the citi- j suits, tailored dresses and chil
personnel, even though they may zens of the town, and not any one ' dren’s coats are being made by
Extension members, and assist
be using school facilities when an group of taxpayers;
ance was given in problems which
injury
occurs.
Distover what happened at
2. To recognize that said com
have arisen. Mrs. Smith was asThe Thomaston School Commit mittee is charge by State law
the thrilling Kingman, Arizona
tee is under no illusion that, it can w’ith the care and custody of said F.sted at both meetings by Mrs
Mabel K. Folsom. Home Demon
please everyone. Despite this we property;
stration Agent.
performance run! Try this Ford yourself ... for
attempt, to perform our duties cou
3. To recognize our responsibil
Clothing leaders who attended
rageously and conscientiously. We ity to protect school personnel
pick-up ... for passing ... for hill-leveling!
the tailoring class on March 14
believe that people are entitled from pressures resulting from va
were: Mrs. Charlena BJorkgren
pJo Oku/jL-fiu
to information and that people rious community demands; and
You’ll love what you experience!
and Mrs. Josie Sprowl, Bristol;
are entitled to express their view’s.
4. To recognize our delicate
OluMifift wde/bM-'
Mrs. Hazel Hills. Warren; Mrs.
This can be attested to by the function relative to listening to
Mildred Harjula and Mrs. Viola
number of audiences which have people’s ideas on schools and
The friendly Manger Hotel is just
Littlefield. Thomaston; Mrs. Win
been granted individuals and school, policy, and interpreting
a hop, skip and jump from
nifred Proctor. Rockland; Mrs.
groups at our meetings during the their wishes in terms of what is
BUNKER HILL • 0L0 NORTH CHURCH
Gladys Patrick South Waldoboro:
past two years and more.
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
best for education and for the
and Mrs. Loana S. Shibles. 4-H
AT THE NAVY YARO
We believe that the citizenry as community as a whole
Club agent.
tt elcome to Boston’s newest, most
Respectfully submitted,
a whole are in accord with our
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
Eivind R. Moss, Chairman.
desire to govern the use of school
from North Station, adjacent park
Declarations of
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
Walter J. Strong.
facilities on the basis of the fol
airy rooms has its own bath and
lowing principles:
Ben. C. Harding.
radio.
Personal Property
1. That consideration should be
FROM
$5 50 Single • $8.00 Double
Lewis E. Webber. Supt.
given to the purpose for which
Due City April 1
Here endeth the discussion.
property is to be used.
With this statement both sides
2: That consideration should be
Rockland property owners. in
given to the community interests of the above discussion have been accordance
w’ith
yearly
tax
aired in the columns of this news notices, were cautioned this weok
to be served.
3. That consideration should be paper. It is the opinion of the edi by the city’ assessor to submit a
given to adequate group supervi tor that no good end could be fur personal property tax declarations
Photographed at world's most modern test track—Ford's new desert proving grounds at Kingman, Arizona.
sion and proper care of property. thered by continuing this discus by April 1.
NORTH STATION BOSTON
The assessor’s notice warned
4. That consideration should be sion and allowing it to become a
FOR RESERVATIONS
that failure to submit the declara
Telephone Capital 7-2600
tion would result in the loss of the
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Cen. Mgr.
taxpayer’s right to appeal a tax
CALL 1371— for Heat Packed
assessment by the city.
AAongar Hatok inAt 6 p.m. on Saturday, February 25,
Thunderbird. It’s the kind of sleek, yearsin today, won’t von? Slide behind the
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
Hew York, N. V. • WmKinften, 0. C.
A tax revaluation of corner
Roetaa. Most. • Cleveland, Obia
wheel of this 225-h.p. Ford that set 30
ahead styling for which Ford is famous.
a ’56 Ford set out to re-write tbe record
cial, industrial and professional
■•(beater, H. Y. • Grand Rapids, Mich.
MARITIME OIL CO
world performance records! Take it out on
book at the new Ford Proving Grounds,
establishments in the city is due
the road . . . and let it whisk you from
14-tJ'
Kingman, Ariz. Just a little over one hour
» I-----------------------------------------------Let lifeguard Design Start

That there

Try the V-8 that smashed
30 world records
in one

3

Attest:

It’s the 225-h.p. Thunderbird Special

later, this 225-h.p. Ford had set 30 new
world marks—ranging from short runs to
100-mile performance! To you this recordbreaking performance promises the most
exciting response ever delivered for so
little money. Hills you've long known will
disappear. Stop lights will be fast fading
memories witliin instants after your foot
nudges the throttle. And when it comes to
passing, you’ll pass in a wink with plenty
of “whoosh” in reserve.

Thunderbird looks, too
But you get more than record-breaking
performance when you drive a Ford V-8.
You get thc long, low look of thc Ford

V-8

you can have now in Ford!

Protecting Yon
And, of course, you get Ford’s exclusive
Lifeguard Design. Among all cars in the
low price field, only Ford gives you this
extra protection. Doesn’t your family de
serve this extra safety in thc event of an
accident?

"whoa" to (IO as you've lin er gone lie
fore! When you return you'll understand
why Ford is the V-8 with the world's big
gest following.

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

The

GO

is great in a

UVE POULTRY WANTED
PLEASE CALL CHARUE SHANE

More real economy, real stand-op
So whether you judge a car on perform
ance ... or safety ... or sty ling, it’s easy
to see that vour best buy is a Ford V-8.
And a.s an added benefit, you get the eco
nomical upkeep and built-in value that
are part of the Ford tradition. So ... come

MY CUSTOMERS TELL ME,

V-8

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.
ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360
We Are Also Looking for

Poultry Raisers

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

Route 1, Thomaston

Small or Large. Terms To Meet Your Approval.

CAU NOW FOR FUU INFORMATION

a raise in
Our new

bill

consolidation

service

11

is

aimed at relieving monthly pressure by con
solidating bills . . . reducing payments that are
too high . . . and leaving more money for your
family every pay day.
How does it work? At your request, you
and I will sit down and go over your present
situation. Why not do this? Phone or come
in to see me. I'll put our new Bill Consolida
TM MAN«,w
tion Service at your disposal w ithout any extra
cost or obligation. And . . . if a cash loan is the answer, I’ll handtailor it to your own needs and income. My phone number is

Rockland 1133. Or see me at

Street. I'm at your servica.

FINANCE co., 356 Main

FagilQR
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Mrs. Rbama E. Philbrick, chair
man of the apron booth of the
Knox Hospital Auxiliary Country
Fair, asks that all aprons prom
ised for the affair be delivered at
her home. 35 Chestnut street, the
week of April 10. Those not able
to deliver the aprons should tele
phone Mrs. Philbrick and the
aprons will be called for.

WCTU will hold their annual
meeting with the Mission Circles
of local churches, Friday at 2.30
p. m. at the Littlefield Memorial

Social Matters

senr-public Installation of offi
cers of Golden Rod Chapter, OES.
will be held at Masonic Temple,
Friday evening at 8 o’clock with
Miss Katherine A. Veaiie, past
matron as installing officer. She
will be assisted by Herman R.
Winchenbaugh, past patron, as as
sisting installing officer; Mrs.
Gertrude Boody, past matron, as
marshal and Mrs. Doris Jordan,
past matron, as chaplain.
The
regular meeting of the chapter
will be held at 7.30. Following the
installation ceremonies a reception
for the new officers will be held in
the banquet hall and refreshments
will be served with Mrs. Ivy
Chatto as chairman of the com
mittee in charge.
A

'raditional

I

Easter Day

Dinner

horndike Hotel
Now Accepting Reservations
PHONE 1485
31-T*Th-35

Baptist Church. Mrs. Kate Brawn,
Director of Department of Tem
perance and Missions, will have
charge of the program.
Repre
sentatives from the Mission Cir
cles will give an account of some
phase of their work. The WCTU
will present the work of the
World’s WCTU. There will be spe
cial music also.

Mrs. Joseph Emery will enter
tain the Dilligent Dames of the
Congregational Church at her
home on 163 Limerock street,
Thursday, at 2.30 p. m. Mrs.
Emery will be assisted by Mrs.
Robert Lindquist.

The Univeisalist choir will re
hearse this Tuesday evening at 7
p. m. with Mrs. Esther Rogers at
Miriam Rebekah roll call is her home, instead of with the
every member bring a member Baileys, as previously announced.
night and will be observed tonight
at 7.30, at the Odd Fellows Hall. A
The Club of '47 met Friday night
6.15 p. m. supper will precede the
with Mrs. Sabra Boland, South
meeting with Mrs. Gertrude Black
Main street, to honor her with a
and Mrs. Mildred Achorn in
stork shower. Hostesseses were:
charge.
Mrs. Louise Thomas, Mrs. Joan
Harlow, Mrs Lois Teel and Mrs.
The meeting of Cub Pack 203 Evelyn Legonegro. After Mrs.
previously announced for this Fri Boland had opened her many
day will not be held until Friday, dainty gifts, a social evening was
March 30, at the Unlversalist ves enjoyed. Those present were: Mrs.
try.
Lois Teel, Mrs. Evelyn Legonegro,
Mrs. Joan Harlow, Mrs. Marion
Tonian Circle meeting cancelled Lowe and Mrs. Marion Penney.
for Wednesday evening.
The Albert H. Newbert Associa
tion met Thursday evening at the
Masonic Temple with 29 members
present. Supper was served with
Mrs. Doris Jordan as chairman
assisted by Mrs. Alta Dimick. Mrs.
Bertha Borgerson and Mrs. Belle
Frost. During the business meet
ing which was presided over by
Miss Katherine Veazie, president,
plans were made for the April
meeting to be held April 19 at the
Temple with Mrs. Helen Bean as
supper chairman. A game party
will be held following the business
meeting for which etch one is
asked to take White Elephant
prizes. A social evening of cards
and games followed. Present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts, Mr.
and Mrs. Allan Borgerson, Mr. and
Mrs. George Bean, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Maxey, Mr. and Mrs. Carle
ton Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Knight, Mr. and Mrs. George St.
Clair, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter
Dimick, Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rich
ardson, Mrs. Gertrude Boody,
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Mrs. Belle
Frost, Mrs. Doris Jordan, Mrs.
Hattie Davies, Miss Katherine
Veazie, Mrs. Nellie Dow, Mrs.
Camilla Donlan, Mrs. Esther Novicka, Mrs. Golden Munro, Wil
liam Weed and Herman Winchen
baugh.

One Act Play

There will be no meeting of the
Ladies Home League of The Sal
vation Army March 21. The next
meeting will take place March 28
at 7.30 p. m. at the Salvation
Army Hall. The Annual Mission
ary Self-Denial envelopes will be
collected in thsi meeting during
the Devotional Period. This is
party night and a'J members are
invited to attend. The following
are in charge of refreshments:
Mrs. Annie Fullerton, Mrs. Albertress Erickson, Mrs. Dorthy Nolan,
Mrs. Rose Kent and Mias Frances
Kent.

futiday-Thuriday-Sotundfly

STORMS HAMPER RED CROSS DRIVE

Contest To Be At
Union Thursday

ary Conference

The Medomak Valley one-act
play contest. originally scheduled

The Chestnut Street Baptist
Church, Camden, will be host to
the Bible and Missionary Confer
ence sponsored by the American

Tomorrow

for Friday night at the Thompson

Memorial Gym in Union and post

poned because of the storm, will
be held Thursday evening at the
gym, it was announced.
The curtain will rise at 7.30
o’clock on Appleton High School's
presentation of “Child Wonder.’’
T’he other four schools to present
plays Include Rockport, Union.
Bristol and Warren.
Also on the schedule Is the pre
sentation of a trophy to the win
ning school, a half hour concert
by the Rockport High School band
and selections by the Appleton
High School glee club.

DUTCH NECK
,

1
Mias Anna Heino, whose mar
riage Io Ray Kangas will be an
April event, was honored at a sur
prise pre-bridal shower given by
Miss Frances Evansky, Mrs. Wil
liam Siblski, and Mrs. Earl Titus,
Sr., at the latter’s home Saturday
evening. Miss Heino was present
ed with a money corsage. She
was also presented a scrapbook
of pictures entitled "This Is Your
Shower." The scrapbook includ
ed pictures from childhood days
to the present and a shori story
of her life. This was made and
written by her aunt, Mrs. William
Siblski, and proved to be most
entertaining. Decorations of white
bells, streamers and balloons were
used effectively throughout the
house. The centerpiece on the re
freshment table was a bouquet of
white carnations and tulips, white
tapers and a beautiful wedding
cake complete with bride and
groom.
Miss Heino received
many lovely gifts. Those attend
ing were: Mrs. Arthur Dame.
Mrs. George Robishaw, Mrs. Ever
ett McLellan .Mrs. Harold Ulmer,
Jr., Miss Marianne Lufkin, Mrs
Sterling Gross, Mrs. Kate Evan
sky, Mrs. Irving Keizer, Mrs.
Earl Calder. Mrs. Richard Lufkin.
Mrs. Charles Heino, Miss Frances
Evansky, Mrs. William Siblski,
Miss Marion Carr, Mrs. Earl
Titus, Jr.. Miss Karen Jean Titus,
and MMrs. Earl Titus, Sr.

Bible and Mission

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross
of Auburn were Sunday guests of
Mr. Gross’ parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Gross.
Clinton Gross is a patient at the
Veterans’ Hospital in Togus.
Mr. and Mrs. James Breen of
Bangor were Sunday afternoon
visitors at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thompson
of Rockland spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Winchen
bach.
Mr. and Mrs. William Rancott
and son of Waldoboro were sup
per guests Saturday at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchen
bach, Jr.
Kendall Winchenbach of Friend
ship spent a recent weekend with
hi* grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
W K. Winchenbach.

The Knox County Theatre Guild
will hold a meeting at the Ameri
can Legion Home in Rockland on
Wednesday evening at 7.30. A
dress rehearsal of the one act
comedy, “Write Me A Love
Scene” by Florence Ryerson and
Colin Clements will be held. The
cast includes, George Sleeper as
the playwright and Joyce Champ
lin as his wife. Thomas Watkinson
plays the part of a young man in
love and Miriam Isbell as the
maid. Legionaires and wives and
members of the Auxiliary are in
vited to the meeting and dress re
hearsal of the play. The president,
George Sleeper, will conduct the
business meeting at which time
plans will be made for the Guild’s
spring production.

Photo by McKeon
Barrett Jordan, Korklunri chairman for the Knox County Red
( roMM Fund Drive, uses a brush and a can of padnt to indicate* the
latest contributions on the Red Cross Fund thermometer that will be
hung at the intersection of Main and Park streets in Roekland some
time this week. The thermometer now indicates the amount thus
lar collected in the county (luring the drive that will end the last of
March. Total to date is §2,283 with a goal of $12,883.99 before the end
of the month. Jordan laid the cause of the lagging drive to the Incle
ment weather that has plagued the volunteer solicitors throughout the
county. He urged supporters of the Red Cross drive to double their
efforts to bring the total up.

Isle-Built Boat Co.

Held Open House
North Haven’s new winter in
dustry held open house Sunday
afternoon with the completion of
the 100th Sport-O-Ramic utility
boat by the Isle-Built Boat Co.,
supervised by artist Eliot Bev
erage.
Foreman Forrest Adams at
tached a brass name plate bear
ing the number 100 to the trim
16-foot boat. The craft were de
signed and are distributed by the
Penbo Corporation of Rockport.
Despite
stormy
weather
a
steady stream of well wishers
came to inspect the boat shop on
North Haven’s waterfront and
enjoy refreshments served by
Mrs. Adams.
The boats are
shipped by
trailer in nests of four or five
to Boston and New York outlets.
Last week Beverage completed
construction of an overhead trol
ley hoist at the Rockland slip so
the Port District Ferry North
Haven H can unload the boats di
rectly to a waiting trailer.
The shop, which Beverage said
he hoped would operate for at
least another year, has furnished
employment for ten full and
part-time workers, whose regu
lar occupations are seasonal, such
as painters and carpenters, on the
large estates on this island, or
fishermen.

Waldoboro last Wednesday.
On Thursday afternoon Rex
Anderson of Glen Cove, visited his
mother, Mrs. John W. Anderson
and The Cecil Priors.
Stevie Carter is spending the
weekend with the Clayton Dolloffs
at Damariscotta.
On Friday the “State Game De
partment” sent four snow-shoe
rabbits on here.

Tenants Harbor
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent
Telephone 69

The regular meeting of Puritan
Rebekah Lodge will be held
Thursday evening. Members are
reminded of the penny table. Fol
lowing the meeting a practice of
the drill team will be held. Crazy
lunch will be served.
The public supper and auction,
which was to have been held at
Odd Fellows Hall Saturday eve
ning, sponsored by the Rebekah
Cooks, was postponed due to the
storm, and will be held Saturday,
March 24.
At the Tenants Harbor Baptist
Church on Friday evening at 7
p. m. a social will be held for the
young people. They will be joined
by a group from the Port Clyde
Baptist Church.

Baptist Convention and the United
Baptist Convention of Maine. This
conference will be held Wednes
day, March 21. Sessions will begin
at 1.30 p. m. and 7.15 p. m. The
speakers will be Dr. Robert Torbet of New York City, Dr. Maurice
Blanchard of South India, and
members of our convention staff.
The sessions are open to the pub
lic and will include Baptist
churches covering an area from
Belfast to Damariscotta. Supp'er
will be served by the church at
$1 per plate. Those wishing supper
are to make reservations with the
pastor. We would like you to meet
our national speakers.
Dr. Maurice Blanchard, mission
ary to South India under appoint
ment of the American Baptist For
eign Mission Societies, will speak
at 1.45 and 8.15 p. m. Dr. Blan
chard is principal and teacher of
the Ramapatnam Baptist Theologi
cal Seminary. His chief interest is
to prepare men to preach the Gos
pel and to serve as pastors in the
461 Baptist churches of the Telugu
Baptist Convention. He is a speak
er of wide experience, editor of a
theological journal of the South
India Mission and has organized a
book club that has spread into
eight language areas of India.
Prior to going to the field in 1940,
Dr. Blanchard was professor of
Bible at Alderson-Braddus Col
lege. Philippi, West Virginia.
Dr. Robert Torbet, author, his
torian, editor and secretary of
Student Aid of the American Bap
tist Convention, will speak at 4 15
and 7.30 p. m. Dr. Torbet served
for many years as professor of
church history on the faculty of
Eastern Baptist Theological Semi
nary, Philadelphia, Penn., and has
written several books on the sub
ject. These include a History of
Baptists and History of the Phil
adelphia Association. He is also
the author of "Die Baptist Minis
try: Then and Now". Dr. Torbet
is a member of the American His
torical Association and the Ameri
can Society of Church History.

is not encouraging when compared
with other schools throughout the
country. It is a deplorable situa
tion. The amount of educational
training is not a fair test as to
one’s economic ability.
Maine
ranks 30 per cent in criteria edu
cation. This is bringing down our
ability to support schools. Maine
doesn’t qualify in putting forth ef
fort in supporting the different
phases of our school system.
Teachers are not adequately paid
Maine ranks 42 per rent in respect
to salaries. Our finanieal ability
to pay higher salaries is at fault.
We are losing 150 teachers a year
by their leaving for other states
paying higher salaries.
Why aren’t more young people
going to college? Why aren’t more
staying in the secondary schools?
Why are so many rejected for
draft? Thirty-two per cent are re
jected by the draft board. We can
improve other areas in Maine.
Better guidance of children gives
better educational results.
Particular attention must be
paid to the top educational prob
lem. We must raise teachers’ sal
aries. The state must take a large
share of the overall expenses of
the state, either by real estate
taxation, or by sales tax expendi
ture. We welcome Federal aid in
the building procedure,
but we
must keep control of school com
munities, not sacrificing them to
the state level.
Hw about our state organization
of board form, which has been the
cause of such aroused interest
lately? Newspaper rumors are not
enough to change the system,
which is widely used throughout
the country. It has the advantage
of getting people interested in the
school system. The state board has
been in existence since 1949 legis
lature. The commissioner of edu
cation is appointed by the gov
ernor, with the consent of the gov
ernor’s council, but the state com
missioner is responsible to the
state board not to the governor.
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A man’s deficiency in dollors
can usually be traced to a de
ficiency in sense.

CLOSING STORE
SELLING ALL MATERIALS AT’
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Including Tables, Scales
and Other Items
OPEN MONDAY
THRU THURSDAY

Educational Club

Purple Door

Enjoyed Willis

Remnant Shoppe

Trafton

MAIN ST.

470

ROCKLAND

11-TATh-tf

(

In spite of the inclemency of the
weather quite a number, guests
and members, met in the Farns
worth Museum, when the Women's
Educational Club opened its third
meeting of the year to hear Rep.
Willis Trafton of Auburn as guest
speaker.
Rep. Trafton spoke on the school
situation. "Some times some one,
who is not running for an office,
in the school system, yet vitually
interested in the subject,
might give a more graphic account
of the various activities than one
I who is. Our school system today
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LOUDVILLE
Gerald Gifford who has been ill
is back in school again.

Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland, Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Prior and Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Gifford were busi
ness callers in Damariscotta and
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Go anywhere at the drop of an invitation . . .
from now straight on through summer
in our smart coats and suits. Here, just a few
from a wonderful new Easter collection. Come choose.

MODERN • COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS

Reasonably Priced!
CHILDREN UNDER 14 ... NO CHARGE
PARKING AVAILABLE

suits

coats

Fashion headliner . . . softly molded

gabardine suit, with gently flared skirt,
long slim jacket, crisp detachable
collar.

$29.98

elly bean colors
nicest surprise for a little girl’s Easter

Flecked, light-weight tweed, interpreted
in a longer-thon-short coot, takes giant
patch pockets, turn-up sleeves. $24.98

THI
INTIMATE COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Eileen Sutherland at the
Hammond Organ

White frosting . . . Removable collars

and cuffs for easy freshening. Luxuri
ous durable celanese fabric.
$29.98
Others $14.98 up
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Pretty coverage for your spring fash
ions, a wide-collared coot in cloud-like
wool.
$39.98
licorice black patent, bright
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STORE HOURS: 9 to 3.

FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.

NEW ADVENTURE IN
DELIGHTFUL DINING

TREMONT ANO EOYLSTON STREETS
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snnrltlinn rhinnctnnn
An the
sparkling
rhinestone trim
trim on
the Inn
toe.
A width 10% to3, C width 8% to 3.
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Dainty shell pink strap pump in softvanilla and
Vanilla
other Spring Colors. 8% to 3 ... .
soft leathers. Also in
toft
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